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Date

To:

From:

September 5,2017

Program Committee
Cal Poly Pomona Fou;dation, lnc.

DavidF]fiMW
Foundation CFO

Un Pll Prm
Founilation

A. Neilson

RE: Final Version of the S-Year Dining Services Master Plan

The final version of the S-Year Foundation Dining Services Master Plan Update
prepared by Envision Strategies will be presented to the committee by David Corral,
Senior General Manager of Residential Dining Services.

The report includes recommendations presented by Claudia Scotty of Envision
Strategies. All recommendations will be incorporated into the Dining Services 2018-
20'19 Business Plan and/or the Long Term Cash Plan of the Foundation.

The following resolution is recommended for approval:

RESOLVED, the Program Committee approves the S-Year Dining Services Master
Plan and recommendations of Envision Strategies for presentation to the Board of
Directors at their next regularly scheduled meeting.

PASSE THIS 25tb DAY OF SEPTEMBER 2017.

By
r rnagrn, C

Program Committee
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California State 
Polytechnic University, 
Pomona

2017 Dining Services Master Plan Update

August 10, 2017 – Final Report
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Introduction & Methodology

Objective

• Update the Foundation Dining Services Master Plan to ensure alignment with evolving conditions on the campus 
and overall market needs, with a 5-year planning horizon.

Areas of Focus

• Residential Dining Services

• Validate the design and operating strategy for the new residential dining center:

• Ensure design conforms with best practices;

• Assess options for late night dining and identify a preferred approach;

• Analyze alternative meal plan structures, identify a preferred structure, and validate via pro forma projections.

• Retail Dining Services

• Identify opportunities for improving retail dining distribution and concept mix to better serve customers and grow revenue.

• Catering Services

• Review the current multi-channel brand strategy and make recommendations for the future evolution of the program.

• Purchasing

• Compare Dining Services’ current purchasing program with available group purchasing organization (GPO) alternatives to 
identify the most advantageous approach.
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Introduction & Methodology

Research

• The following research was conducted on behalf of the update:

• On-site assessment and evaluation of current operations.

• Review and analysis of Foundation Dining Services operating data and financial performance.

• Evaluation of the NACUFS Customer Satisfaction survey results and comparison against peers.  The 
full survey report can be found here - https://goo.gl/vki92b.

• Investigation of campus planning areas of focus, including the new Lanterman site.

• Interviews with key stakeholders:

• University Leadership;

• Campus Planning;

• Housing and Residential Life;

• Bronco Student Center.

• Focus groups with students, faculty, staff, and key catering clients.

• A quantitative web-based survey of the campus community yielding 1,294 responses.  The 
Quantitative Research Report is included as an appendix to this report, under separate cover.
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Planning Context

• The 2017 NACUFS Satisfaction 
Survey results indicate that 
Foundation Dining Services is 
out-performing peers in all key 
areas.

• Thus, the context for master 
planning is how best to 
leverage the program’s 
success.
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Planning Context

Key Stakeholder Objectives

• Interviews with President Coley and Senior University Administrators revealed the following perspectives on 
University objectives and Dining Services strategy.

• The new residential Dining Commons will be essential to building resident community. 

• Based on listening tours, food on campus needs to be more accessible:

• Some areas of campus are underserved – ex: Science and Engineering;

• There is a need to provide food where and when students congregate – ex: where students study and where 
clubs meet;

• Consider whether more foodservice opportunities can be made available in the evenings and on weekends;

• Grab and go opportunities are important, particularly for students attending evening classes, who are often 
juggling classroom time with work commitments.

• The University has a goal to activate the campus’ outdoor spaces; Dining Services should engage with 
the campus to help facilitate this.

• Academically, growth opportunities exist in the areas of Science and Engineering - examples include 
hospital management, cyber security and aerospace engineering.  

• A key objective is to reshape academics toward a cross-disciplinary model.
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Planning Context

Campus Planning

• Beginning Fall 2018 the campus will 
transition from a quarter system to a 
semester system.

• Enrollment is expected to grow 1-2% per year 
over the next 5 years; there is some pressure 
to grow faster but State funding is likely to be 
a deterrent.

• The campus is in the early stages of 
developing a new campus master plan, which 
will be a 2-year process.

• Geographically, the campus is moving away 
from the I-10 freeway.

• For seismic reasons, the following sites will 
not be built on:

• Site to the north of Parking Structure 1;

• Once the S. University drive residence halls 
are removed, the buildings will be replaced 
with parking lots or green space.
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Planning Context

Campus Planning

• If the campus builds additional buildings in the 
next 5 years the location is likely to be at the 
site of the current F8 & F9 parking lots.

• The new Student Services building (opening Fall 
2018) will increase traffic on Olive Walk.  This 
building is replacing only half of the functions 
housed at C/L/A. 

• The academic section of C/L/A will remain in 
service for many years.  The administrative 
function, consisting of +/-500 staff and 
administrators will migrate to the new Student 
Services building in the fall of 2019, leaving the 
west side of the building vacant.

• The Bronco Student Center will be conducting a 
Facilities Condition Evaluation as a precursor to 
a future renovation and/or expansion of the 
building, most likely to occur beyond the 5-year 
planning window for the Dining Services Master 
Plan Update.
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Planning Context

New Housing & Dining Development

• The Student Replacement Housing project will 
add 980 residence hall beds and a new 660 seat 
residential Dining Commons at the intersection of 
Kellogg Drive and Eucalyptus Lane, adjacent to 
the Residential Suites. 

• The project is slated to open late Summer 2019, 
at which time Los Olivos will be decommissioned.

• Although Los Olivos will close, S. University Drive 
housing will remain in place at least through FY 
2024-25 at reduced occupancy.  Students living 
there will have a long walk (+/- 20 minutes) to 
reach the new Dining Commons.  

Year New Residence 

Halls

Suites Traditional Halls Total

FY 19-20 952                      1,019                  1,058                  3,029                  

FY 20-21 952                      1,019                  748                      2,719                  

FY 21-22 952                      1,019                  748                      2,719                  

FY 22-23 1,598                  1,019                  648                      3,265                  

FY 23-24 1,598                  1,019                  648                      3,265                  

FY 24-25 1,598                  1,019                  648                      3,265                  

FY 25-26 1,598                  1,019                  -                      2,617                  

Residence Beds
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Planning Context

New Housing & Dining Development

• The planning for the new Dining Commons was 
completed as part of the 2011 Foundation Dining 
Services Master Plan Update; the design of the 
facility has been completed concurrently with the 
2016 Master Plan Update, which included design 
review to ensure best practices.  Key design features 
include:

• Marketplace style service, offering a wide variety of 
freshly prepared foods via “live cooking” service 
platforms, two of which will have the capability to 
convert from all-you-care-to-eat service to retail service 
to create a late night dining zone; 

• Integration of service platforms with seating areas, 
creating a vibrant and interactive dining experience 
and a “restaurant quality” environment;

• An attractive outdoor seating area;

• A retail cafe offering coffee and grab and go products.
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Planning Context

New Housing & Dining Development – cont.

• Due to the proximity of the new Commons to the Residential Suites 
and to support project funding, beginning Fall 2019, Suites residents 
will be required to purchase a meal plan that includes a small 
complement of all-you-care-to-eat meals.

14



Residential Dining Services
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Residential Dining Services

• For resident students, service hours and late night 
dining are the most requested areas of 
improvement.

• Specifically, these students indicate a desire for 
food availability at more locations on weekends, as 
well as longer service hours in residential dining.

• With regard to late night dining, resident students 
want:

• Expanded food variety during late night service at 
Los Olivos;

• Expanded service days for late night service at Los 
Olivos;

• More food variety/locations available in the 
evening. 
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Key Research Findings - Desired Service Improvements
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Residential Dining Services

• On average, residence hall students use late night 
dining approximately 2.9 times per week

• 35% of these transactions occur at locations in 
close proximity to the residence halls.  The other 
65% occur across campus at The Den and Vista 
Café.

• Almost all students living in the residential suites 
use The Den and Vista Café for their late night 
foodservice needs.

• These results suggest that while students prize 
convenience, many are willing to traverse campus 
in order to access their preferred late night dining 
opportunities – a finding that has implications for 
late night services at the new residential Dining 
Commons.

Total Transactions %

SU M TU W Th F SA Total

Denny's 119 166 116 188 155 87 59 890 24%

Vista 192 293 300 267 229 141 102 1524 41%

Los Olivos 68 111 93 97 0 0 0 369 10%

CBA Pony Express 0 207 217 213 289 0 0 926 25%

Combined Total: 379 777 726 765 673 228 161 3709 100%

All Locations - 8pm and Later

Late Night Meal Plan Use by Residence Hall Residents at 

All Locations Week of March 5-11, 2017

Key Research Findings – Late Night Dining

• In focus groups, many students indicated that they 
were unaware of the Los Olivos late night dining 
program.

• For those who use it, several commented that variety is 
too limited, negatively impacting their utilization.
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Residential Dining Services

Key Research Findings – Meal Plans

• Preferred structure for mandatory meal 
plans

• The majority of residence hall students want 10-14 
all-you-care-to-eat meals per week and $100-199 
meal points per quarter.

• The majority of residential suites students want 5-
14 all-you-care-to-eat meals per week and $500 or 
more in meal points per quarter. 

• Having said this, it should be noted that if meal 
exchange is removed from meal plans, the desire 
for meal points is likely to increase significantly.
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Residential Dining Services

Key Research Findings – Meal Plans
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If I am rewarded with coupons or bonuses the more I use the plan

If I receive a discount at the cash register when using the plan

If unused meals and Meal Points/Bronco Bucks are fully refundable
at the end of each quarter
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quarter to quarter
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university

Voluntary meal plan holders - purchase influencers 
(Respondents - 46) 

• Based on survey results, rollover privileges, 
refundability, discounts at the register, and 
loyalty rewards are the features that would most 
influence non-meal plan holders to purchase a 
meal plan.

• Survey results indicate the primary reasons that 
voluntary meal plan holders purchase their plans 
include parental purchase, convenience, and the 
ability to use the plan at multiple locations on 
campus.
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Residential Dining Services

Recommendations

• Current State 

• Partner with UHS to improve marketing to students and student leaders to improve awareness of the current late 
night dining program at Los Olivos.  As awareness grows, augment food variety and evaluate service days/hours 
based on demand.

• Evaluate opportunities to offer food at more locations on weekends.

• Future State (New Dining Commons)

• Provide a convenient hot breakfast opportunity and a late night dining opportunity for resident students living in 
S. University Drive housing.  Depending on demand, this can be accomplished using a mobile truck, lobby service 
at Los Olivos, the CBA Pony Express, or Einstein’s, either individually or in combination.

• Provide continuous service at the retail Café from breakfast through dinner.

• Leverage the conversion flexibility of the Grille and Pizza service platforms to provide a robust late night dining 
program, open at least until midnight.

• Similar to the current practice at Los Olivos, create a reserved area for faculty/staff dining at lunch.  This could 
eliminate the need for the Faculty/Staff dining room at CCMP (which serves few customers) while providing a 
much broader range of choice and access to healthy options.

• Given the distance between S. University Drive housing and the new Dining Commons, ask the University to 
consider 1) adding a shuttle stop at the new Dining Commons and 2) expanded evening service until midnight.
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Residential Dining Services

Recommendations

• The following objectives form the basis of recommendations for a new resident meal plan 
structure in conjunction with the opening of the new Dining Commons.

• Ensure that net revenue from residential dining sales is adequate to repay the investment in the new Dining 
Commons.

• Improve the meal plan structure to give students more flexibility and choice in where they obtain food.

• Develop a new partial meal plan for Suites residents that gives them access to the new Dining Commons while 
maintaining flexibility of use across campus.

• Based on this, the recommended structure is a block plan with augmented meal points. Key 
features of this strategy include:

• Instead of unused meals expiring at the end of each week (current state), unused meals will expire only at the end of 
the term.

• Instead of the current meal exchange program allowing students to exchange an all-you-care-to-eat meal for a late 
night retail purchase, meal plans will include significantly more meal points that students can use across multiple 
mealtimes and at all Foundation dining locations.

• Residential suites students will be able to purchase a meal plan with a smaller all-you-care-to-eat meal allotment 
than for students living in traditional residence halls. This plan will also provide a generous allotment of meal points.
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Residential Dining Services

Recommendations – Mandatory Meal Plans

• Recommended Structure (FY 19-20 Pricing)

Resident Meal Plans

 FY 19-20 

Price per 

Semester 

 AYCE Meals 

Included in 

the Plan 

 Cost per 

AYCE Meal 

 Meal Points 

Included in 

Plan  

140 Meal + 630 Points 2,380$            140                 12.50$            630$               

180 Meal + 630 Points 2,620$            180                 11.06$            630$               

220 Meal + 630 Points 2,825$            220                 9.98$              630$               

Unlimited + 250 Points 2,825$            304                 8.47$              250$               

110 Meal + 750 Points * 2,010$            110                 11.45$            750$               

* Available only to Suites Residents.

• Policy Recommendations:
• “100% Meal Points” plans are replaced by a 110 

Meal + 750 Meal Points plan so that all meal 

plans contribute to repayment of the Dining 

Commons investment.

• Unused meals expire at the end of the semester.

• Unused meal points roll over from Fall to Spring 

and expire at the end of the academic year.

• Include a reusable container program in exchange 

for a meal swipe so that students can take food to 

go.  Students on Unlimited plans will be limited to 

one take-out exchange per day.

• Pricing is inflated by 3% per year over current 
pricing, with the exception of the new Suites plan 
for which there is no comparable plan currently. 
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Residential Dining Services

Recommendations – Voluntary Meal Plans

• Develop a new voluntary meal plan program, with the following features:

• Modest initial buy-in levels;

• Ability to purchase the plan online (and if possible, through payroll deduction for faculty and staff);

• Automatic reload with the ability to opt out;

• Discounts at the register and loyalty rewards;

• No expiration for meals or dining points.

• Market plans aggressively to faculty and staff, non-resident students, and importantly, parents of non-
resident students.

• Allow use of financial aid for voluntary meal plan purchases. 
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Retail Dining Services

Key Research Findings – Market 
Capture

• Based on survey results, Lunchtime market 
capture is 43.8%, a strong capture rate.

• Over 37% of respondents report that they bring 
their lunch from home, making brown bagging 
the biggest competitor to on-campus dining.

• Use of off campus restaurants is very low.

Skip eating this 
meal, 7.8%

Prepare and eat at 
home, 7.0%

Bring food from 
home, 37.3%

Purchase off 
campus, 2.7%

Eat on campus at Los 
Olivos, 11.0%

Purchase from 
retail dining, 25.0%

Purchase on campus 
at a c-store/market, 

7.5%

Purchase on 
campus at a food 

truck, 0.3%

Obtain by delivery, 
0.1%

Other, 1.4%

What do you typically do for lunch?
(Total Respondents - 1,294)
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Retail Dining Services

Key Research Findings – Brown Baggers

Ugrad On, 4.6%

Ugrad Off, 
62.2%

Grad/Prof, 
5.4%

Faculty/ Staff/ 
Admin, 27.0%

Campus Affiliation - bring food from home
(Respondents – 482)
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or study over

my lunch
break

Why bring food from home?
(Respondents - 482)

• The majority of brown baggers are undergraduates living off campus and faculty/staff.  The primary 
reasons this cohort chooses to brown bag are budgetary restrictions, convenience, and diet control/health.
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Retail Dining Services

Key Research Findings - Service Distribution

• An analysis of classroom activity across different day-
parts indicates that Zone 2 is the most heavily populated 
area of campus at both 10:00am and 2:00pm

• Zones 1, 6, and 7 also have significant classroom activity 
10:00am – 2:00pm.

• With the exception of classrooms in Zone 7, nearly all 
classrooms in these zones are within a convenient walk 
of either CCMP or BSC dining, as evidenced by the 3 
minute walking radius shown on the maps.

• Zone 7 is the one heavily populated zone that lacks 
dining options within a convenient walking distance.

• Although Campus Center Marketplace is strategically 
located to serve the west side of Zone 7, it is near 
capacity at lunchtime.  Moreover, the facility is in need of 
infrastructure and aesthetic upgrades to position it for 
the future.
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Retail Dining Services

Key Research Findings - Service Distribution

• At 6:00pm, there is still significant classroom activity on 
campus, primarily in Zone 2, but also in Zones 1 and 7, 
and to a lesser extent in Zone 6.

• By 8:00pm classroom activity is far less, though still 
substantial in Zone 2.
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Retail Dining Services

Service Distribution – Poly Trolley Test

• To better understand unmet demand across campus, a 
Pop Up test was conducted using the Poly Trolley, which 
was stationed at a variety of campus locations across 
multiple day-parts.  

• The results confirm that the area of highest unmet 
demand is within Zone 7 (the Bldg. 13, Bldg. 9 
Meadows, Rose Garden, and Japanese Garden test 
sites).

• Across all locations, +/- 50% of all transactions were for 
prepared food, as opposed to beverages and snacks.

• Lunchtime and 2:00pm – 6:00pm are the day-parts with 
highest demand.
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Retail Dining Services

• The market exhibits 
strongest preferences for 
the following brand 
categories:

• Hamburger

• Mexican Food

• Sandwich/Salad/Soup

• Pizza

• Chicken

• Students most prefer a 
Hamburger brand, while 
Faculty/Staff most prefer 
a Sandwich/Salad/Soup 
brand.   

Hamburger
Brand

Mexican Food
Brand

Sandwich/
Salad/ Soup

Brand
Pizza Brand

Chicken
Brand

Juice/
Smoothie

Brand

Asian Food
Brand

Snack or
Dessert
Brand

Casual
American

Food Brand

Total Respondents (1,294) 35.2% 27.1% 26.4% 22.5% 22.4% 14.5% 13.0% 12.3% 10.4%

Ugrad On  (317) 33.1% 26.8% 18.6% 28.4% 19.9% 12.6% 14.5% 18.6% 13.3%

Ugrad Off (700) 36.9% 27.4% 26.7% 23.4% 23.9% 15.6% 11.4% 11.0% 10.9%

Grad/Prof (50) 44.0% 26.0% 30.0% 20.0% 14.0% 20.0% 16.0% 16.0% 4.0%

Faculty/ Staff/ Admin (212) 31.6% 26.4% 34.9% 11.3% 24.1% 11.8% 15.6% 6.6% 7.1%
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If the University were to add or replace dining operations, what type of service would best 
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(10% or more reported) 

Key Research Findings - Brand Preferences
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Retail Dining Services

Key Research Findings – Brand Preferences

Brand Category # Selecting Weekly Expected Comparative

Brand Purchase Average Revenue

Frequency Check Potential

Hamburger Brand 456 2.0 7.18$            6,548$          

Mexican Food Brand 351 2.1 7.40$            5,456$          

Sandwich/Salad/Soup Brand 342 2.1 7.24$            5,200$          

Pizza Brand 291 2.1 7.32$            4,474$          

Chicken Brand 290 2.1 7.32$            4,458$          

Juice/Smoothie Brand 188 2.3 6.37$            2,755$          

Asian Food Brand 168 2.1 7.31$            2,578$          

Snack or Dessert Brand 159 2.2 6.71$            2,348$          

Casual American Food Brand 135 2.1 7.44$            2,109$          

Italian Brand 83 2.3 7.66$            1,461$          

Barbeque Brand 58 2.0 8.00$            928$             

Seafood Brand 45 2.1 7.45$            705$             

Top Brand Preferences # Responses

In-n-Out 260

Chick-fil-A 173

Chipotle 143

Panera 123

Domino's 81

McDonald's 71

Pizza Hut 57

The Habit 52

El Pollo Loco 52

• The results reconfirm that a popular brand in the following 
categories would offer the most revenue potential:

• Hamburger

• Mexican

• Sandwich/Salad/Soup

• Pizza

• Chicken

• Using the survey results, comparative Revenue 
Potential for each brand category is calculated based 
on the number of respondents selecting the brand, 
multiplied by their reported purchase frequency and 
expected average check.

• When preferences for specific brands were tabulated, In-n-Out was 
the most mentioned, followed by Chick-fil-A, Chipotle and Panera.

• Of these concepts, only Chick-fil-A currently offers 
license/franchise agreements to University foodservice 
organizations, an operating model similar to Dining Services’ 
highly successful Qdoba implementation.  
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Retail Dining Services

• Survey participants were asked how the 
availability of an online ordering/payment 
system would affect their purchasing 
patterns.

• 68% of respondents indicated that online 
ordering would cause them to purchase 
food on campus more often, indicating 
significant potential for revenue growth.

I would make on campus
food/beverage purchases
significantly more often

I would make on campus
food/beverage purchases

somewhat more often

I would make on campus
food/beverage purchases

neither more nor less often
than I do now

Total Respondents (1,294) 28.4% 39.6% 32.0%

Ugrad On (317) 27.8% 40.7% 31.6%

Ugrad Off (700) 28.4% 40.3% 31.3%

Grad/ Prof (50) 30.0% 40.0% 30.0%

Faculty/ Staff/ Admin (212) 28.8% 34.9% 36.3%
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If Foundation Dining Services were to offer online ordering & payment at all 
of its dining operations, how would this affect your purchasing patterns?

Key Research Findings – Online Ordering
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Retail Dining Services

Key Research Findings – Desired Improvements

Healthy food
choices

Price/value
No

changes/improve-
ments are needed

Late night dining
Food variety and

selection
Weekend service

hours

Total Respondents (1,294) 28.3% 26.5% 19.1% 18.6% 17.2% 14.7%

Ugrad On (317) 18.0% 14.5% 17.7% 32.8% 15.8% 35.7%

Ugrad Off (700) 28.6% 31.0% 21.0% 16.6% 17.3% 7.0%

Grad/Prof (50) 36.0% 22.0% 26.0% 22.0% 8.0% 18.0%

Faculty/ Staff/ Admin (212) 38.7% 31.1% 13.7% 3.3% 20.3% 8.5%

0.0%
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10.0%

15.0%

20.0%

25.0%

30.0%

35.0%
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45.0%

Desired Improvements
(Top 6 Choices)

Total Respondents (1,294) Ugrad On (317) Ugrad Off (700) Grad/Prof (50) Faculty/ Staff/ Admin (212)

• Faculty-staff and graduate students 
most want additional healthy food 
choices on campus.

• Undergraduates living off campus 
desire improvements to price/value 
and also seek healthier food 
options.

• As previously discussed, on-campus 
undergraduates most want 
expanded food availability late at 
night and on weekends.

• When asked what “healthy” means, survey respondents indicated 

that balanced meals (25% protein, 50% vegetables, 25% starch), 

plant based foods, low fat foods, and low calorie meals are most 

influential to the perception of healthy dining.
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Retail Dining Services

Recommendations

• Science and Engineering Zone

• Add new services in conjunction with the opening of 
the new Student Services building, to include:

• Starbucks branded coffee concept

• A prepared food concept or concepts

• A Pony Express market

• The preferred location for this is adjacent to the new 
Student Services building on the primary pedestrian 
spine.  This space could provide another nexus of 
outdoor activity on campus. 

• Upon opening of new retail services and following the 
staff migration from C/L/A to the new Student Services 
building, evaluate the financial performance of the 
C/L/A Pony Express market and its future viability. 
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Retail Dining Services

Recommendations

• Campus Center Marketplace

• Replace the current salad bar concept with a tossed to order salad concept that 
has a strong physical identity.

• Implementation could occur in the current salad bar location or alternatively, in 
the space currently occupied by the Faculty Dining room once the new Dining 
Commons opens.  This would leave the current salad bar space available for Pop 
Up concepts.

• Evaluate opportunities to create more outdoor seating to help activate the 
campus.

• Given the central location of CCMP to the academic core, on a longer term basis, 
consider a full renovation to upgrade service and seating environments to best 
practice standards.
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Retail Dining Services

Recommendations

• Bronco Student Center

• Develop an outdoor seating area to help activate the campus and alleviate 
lunchtime overcrowding.  

• Extend Round Table Pizza’s alcohol license to include a controlled patio 
seating area.

• Replace the under-performing Peet’s and Freshen’s concepts with a well 
recognized prepared food brand. 

• This will necessitate working with BSC to identify a new location for coffee 
service in the building.

• Evaluate future foodservice needs and opportunities in conjunction with BSC 
renovation/expansion planning.
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Retail Dining Services

Recommendations

• ENV Café

• Leverage Starbucks branding to include more Starbucks branded products and enhance the food offering (ex: toasted 
sandwiches.

• Healthy Choices

• Add more healthy choices across all retail locations, including the Pony Express markets.  Work on this initiative is 
underway; for example, Dining Services is currently exploring transitioning its grab and go program to the Eat Well 
brand.

• Online Ordering

• In FY 17-18, move forward with implementation of the Tapingo mobile and online commerce system at all retail 
locations, including Denny’s, Vista Café, and late night dining at the new Dining Commons.

• As Phase 2, assess the potential for implementation of the program’s delivery feature.

• Self-Serve/Pay Micro-Markets

• Explore opportunities and risks around implementation of unmanned self-serve/self-pay markets in underserved 
areas of campus.  Implementation cost is low, and oftentimes the labor savings more than offsets the risk of pilferage.

• Going forward, continue to monitor and align with the developing campus master plan.
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Catering Services
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Catering Services

Key Research Findings 

• Based on survey results, both 
Campus Catering and Retail Brand 
Catering program are generally 
meeting customer expectations for 
quality and service. 

• For both caterers, “good value for 
price paid” is the area of least 
satisfaction (average response 
slightly above “neutral”).

Comparison of Kellogg West Catering vs. BSC Catering

Scale: 1=Completely Disagree, 4=Neutral, 7=Complete Agree

Kellogg 

West 

Catering 

Respon-

dents 

(105)

BSC 

Catering 

Respon-

dents 

(90)

Variance

The caterer cleans up promptly after events and leaves the facility in good 

condition
5.5 4.8 0.7

The on-site staff is professional in appearance and conduct 5.7 5.1 0.6

The caterer is good at anticipating my needs 5.3 4.7 0.6

Invoicing is timely and accurate 5.3 4.9 0.4

Service occurs efficiently without disruption to my meeting/event 5.4 5.0 0.4

The full cost of the event is clearly understandable at the time of booking 5.6 5.2 0.4

The quantity of the food/beverage provided meets my expectations 5.4 5.0 0.4

The menu options available are appropriate and offer enough variety for my 

catered event
5.1 4.7 0.4

It is easy to get in touch with the right person when placing orders 5.1 4.8 0.3

The quality of the food/beverage provided meets my expectations 5.4 5.1 0.3

I can place an order and receive a cost estimate online 5.5 5.2 0.3

Overall, events are executed with no negative surprises 5.3 5.0 0.3

The caterer provides exactly what I ordered 5.5 5.2 0.3

I will continue to use this caterer for future events 5.5 5.3 0.2

The events are always delivered and set up on time 5.2 5.1 0.1

I can make all of my arrangements with a single phone call 4.9 4.8 0.1

The caterer is flexible in working with my changing needs 5.2 5.1 0.1

A good value is received for the price paid 4.5 4.6 -0.1
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Catering Services

Recommendations

• Research conducted with catering arrangers suggests that having a 
broad variety of catering options at varying price points are key drivers 
of satisfaction and perceived value.

• In this regard, Foundation Dining Services’ strategy of offering multiple 
catering channels is well aligned with customer preferences.

• To further leverage this strategy, an early decision was made to design 
the new residential Dining Commons kitchen and support functions to 
serve a third catering channel, focused initially on providing casual 
catering to campus residents and residence life groups.  

• Going forward, this facility can be leveraged to play a more 
comprehensive catering role if future needs dictate.
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Procurement
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Procurement

• As part of the master plan, the current Sodexo purchasing 
program was evaluated in comparison to GPO agreements 
available to Foundation Dining Services. 

• Note that national and regional branded concepts have separate 
purchasing channels that cannot be impacted by use of GPOs.

• For residential dining and Kellogg West, the analysis suggests 
that pricing available through GPOs will result in a net food cost 
savings of $134,000 - $165,000 per year, with additional 
savings accruing throughout Foundation Dining Service’s other 
business lines – for example, the campus markets.

• As can be seen in the analysis, the return on the initial software 
investment of +/- $119,000 is projected to be less than a year.  
One additional FTE will be required to administer the program, 
the cost of which is included in the return on investment 
calculation.

• Based on the favorable ROI, it is recommended that the 
Foundation begin implementation in Fall 2017.

Analysis of Alternative Purchasing Programs

Payback Analysis
Projected

Initial Investement - Software Implementation 118,674$    

Ongoing Annual Costs

Software Maintenance and Support 67,210$      

Personnel Cost (Salary/Benefits - 1 FTE) 59,000$      

Subtotal: 126,210$  

Annual Cost Reductions

Sodexo System Fee 40,000$      40,000$      

Sodexo Volume Fee: 2.85% of purchased goods (1) 63,248$      63,248$      

Food Cost: 7.1% - 8.5% of purchased goods (2) 157,567$    188,636$    

Subtotal: 260,815$  291,884$  

Estimated Annual Savings 134,605$  165,674$  

Initial Investment Payback 0.88 0.72 Years

(1) Calculated based on FY17-18 Los Olivos food cost.

(2) Based on Los Olivos and Kellogg West FY17-18 expenditures and using savings rates 

      provided by two GPOs.

Range
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Master Plan Survey Report

The master plan survey report is provided under separate cover.  Contract Foundation Dining Services for 
additional information.
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California State Polytechnic University, Pomona
Dining Services Master Plan Update – Survey Report 

February 21, 2017
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Survey Response

2

Survey Date – January 18-25, 2017

1,294 Total Respondents 

Respondent Subsamples
349 1st Year Undergraduates
668  Upperclassman Undergraduates
50    Graduate/Professional Students
36    Faculty
176  Staff/Administrators
15    Other

Response Variance +/- 0.9% at 95%
Confidence Level for Total Respondents

76.4%

23.6%

83.4%

16.6%
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Students Faculty/Staff/Admin

Survey Demographics vs. Campus Demographics

Survey Demographics Campus Demographics

• In comparison to the campus demographics, the 
survey is somewhat over-weighted on 
Faculty/Staff/Admin responses and under-weighted 
on Student responses.
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Survey Results
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Respondent Characteristics

4

1st Year 
Undergraduate, 

27.0%

Upperclassman 
Undergraduate, 

51.6%

Graduate/Prof 
Student, 3.9%

Faculty, 2.8%

Staff/Admin, 
13.6%

Other, 1.2%

I am:
(Total Respondents – 1,294)

On campus
- Residence

Hall

On campus
-

Residential
Suites

complex

On campus
- University

Village
Apartments

On campus
- Center for
Regenerativ

e Studies

Off campus
- within

walking/bik
ing distance

Off campus
-

vehicle/car
pool

Off campus
- public

transportati
on

Total Respondents (1,294) 14.5% 5.8% 4.4% 0.2% 2.2% 68.2% 4.6%
Ugrad On (317) 59.3% 23.0% 16.7% 1.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%
Ugrad Off (700) 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 3.4% 90.1% 6.4%
Grad/Prof (50) 0.0% 0.0% 4.0% 0.0% 2.0% 88.0% 6.0%
Faculty/Staff/Admin (212) 0.0% 0.5% 0.0% 0.0% 1.9% 93.9% 3.8%
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30.0%
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70.0%
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100.0%

I live:
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Midday Population Distribution (11 a.m. – 2 p.m.)

5

Midday Population 
Distribution 

(11 a.m. - 2 p.m.)
Top 3 responses in bold

Total 
Responden
ts (1,294)

Ugrad On 
(317) 

Ugrad Off 
(700)

Grad/Prof 
(50)

Faculty/ 
Staff/ 
Admin 
(212)

Zone 1 8.7% 9.2% 8.4% 16.0% 8.0%
Zone 2 30.5% 30.9% 32.4% 14.0% 27.4%
Zone 3 3.6% 12.3% 0.4% 0.0% 2.4%
Zone 4 8.3% 12.0% 8.1% 2.0% 5.2%
Zone 5 3.3% 3.2% 3.9% 0.0% 1.4%
Zone 6 18.6% 13.6% 22.1% 8.0% 17.5%
Zone 7 14.8% 9.5% 13.4% 14.0% 26.4%
Zone 8 0.8% 0.3% 0.9% 0.0% 1.4%
Zone 9 0.5% 0.6% 0.3% 2.0% 0.5%
Zone 10 4.3% 5.4% 4.0% 6.0% 2.8%
Zone 11 2.0% 2.2% 1.6% 4.0% 2.4%
Zone 12 0.8% 0.3% 0.0% 2.0% 3.8%
I'm not on campus during 
the majority of this time 
period.

4.0% 0.6% 4.4% 32.0% 0.9%

• The most populated areas of campus around lunchtime are Zones 2 and 6.  There is also a 
significant concentration of Faculty/Staff in Zone 7.
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Midday Market Capture

6

Skip eating this 
meal, 7.8%

Prepare and eat at 
home, 7.0%

Bring food from 
home, 37.3%

Purchase off 
campus, 2.7%

Eat on campus at Los 
Olivos, 11.0%

Purchase from 
retail dining, 25.0%

Purchase on campus 
at a c-store/market, 

7.5%

Purchase on 
campus at a food 

truck, 0.3%

Obtain by delivery, 
0.1%

Other, 1.4%

What do you typically do for lunch?
(Total Respondents - 1,294) Lunchtime Retail Utilization

Top 3 responses in bold

Lunch -
Retail 

Respon-
dents 
(324)

Ugrad On 
(54) 

Ugrad Off 
(211)

Grad/Prof 
(9)

Faculty/ 
Staff/ 
Admin 
(46)

Campus Center Marketplace: Panda Express 21.6% 9.3% 25.1% 22.2% 21.7%
Bronco Student Center: Subway 17.9% 7.4% 20.4% 11.1% 19.6%
Bronco Student Center: Qdoba 14.5% 20.4% 12.8% 22.2% 13.0%
Bronco Student Center: Hibachi-San 13.6% 31.5% 10.0% 0.0% 10.9%
Campus Center Marketplace: Taco Bell Express 8.0% 5.6% 8.1% 22.2% 6.5%
Campus Center Marketplace: Carl's Jr. 7.4% 1.9% 10.4% 0.0% 2.2%
Bronco Student Center: Round Table Pizza 4.0% 7.4% 2.8% 22.2% 2.2%
Einstein Bros. Bagels - CBA 3.1% 0.0% 3.8% 0.0% 4.4%
Starbucks - Library 1.9% 1.9% 2.4% 0.0% 0.0%
Campus Center Marketplace: Faculty & Staff Café 1.5% 0.0% 0.5% 0.0% 8.7%
Campus Center Marketplace: Fresh Escape 1.5% 0.0% 1.9% 0.0% 2.2%
The Den - Bronco Commons 1.5% 9.3% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%
Innovation Brew Works - Innovation Village 1.2% 0.0% 0.5% 0.0% 6.5%
Bronco Student Center: Freshens 0.6% 1.9% 0.5% 0.0% 0.0%
Campus Center Marketplace: Jamba Juice Express 0.6% 1.9% 0.5% 0.0% 0.0%
Campus Center Marketplace: International Grounds Coffee 0.3% 1.9% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%
Jamba Juice - BRIC 0.3% 0.0% 0.5% 0.0% 0.0%
The Restaurant at Kellogg Ranch - Collins School 0.3% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 2.2%
Bronco Student Center: Peet's Coffee & Tea 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%
Kellogg West Restaurant - Kellogg West Conference 
Center 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%

• Lunch market capture of Total Respondents is 43.8%.  The primary competitor to on-campus 
dining is bringing food from home.
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Reasons for Eating Lunch On Campus

7

73.2%

47.9%

12.7% 10.6% 9.9%
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Ability to use my
meal plan

Convenient
location/fits in

with my schedule

Most of my
friends eat here

Quick service
speed/short wait

time

Food selection
available and/or

variety
Responses above 10% reported

Why eat at Los Olivos
(Respondents - 142)

    Convenient location 25.5%
    Quick service speed/short wait time 17.4%
    Food quality and preparation 16.3%
    Food selection available and/or variety 14.3%
    Price/value 12.2%

    Price/value 27.6%
    Healthy menu choices 20.0%
    Food selection available and/or variety 14.3%
    Food quality and preparation 12.4%
    Convenient location 11.4%
Bronco Student Center: Qdoba (47)
    Food quality and preparation 23.2%
    Food selection available and/or variety 17.1%
    Ability to purchase food "to go" 15.9%
    Convenient location 11.0%
Bronco Student Center: Hibachi-San (44)
    Food quality and preparation 25.0%
    Healthy menu choices 23.8%
    Food selection available and/or variety 12.5%
    Quick service speed/short wait time 11.3%
    Ability to use my meal plan 10.0%

Reasons to eat at the top 4 retail locations
Campus Center Marketplace: Panda Express (70)

Bronco Student Center: Subway (58)

Responses above 10% reported
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Reasons For Bringing Food From Home

51.2%

29.1%
25.9%

18.5% 18.1%
12.5%

0.0%

10.0%

20.0%

30.0%

40.0%

50.0%

60.0%

On-campus
pricing is

generally too
high for my

budget

It is more
convenient
than making

an on-campus
purchase

To better
control my

diet

The wait
times are too
long at the

dining
operations on

campus

It is healthier
than the foods
available on

campus

I need to work
or study over

my lunch
break

Why bring food from home?
(Respondents - 482)

Ugrad On, 4.6%

Ugrad Off, 
62.2%

Grad/Prof, 5.4%

Faculty/ Staff/ 
Admin, 27.0%

Campus Affiliation - bring food from home
(Respondents – 482)

• On-campus pricing, diet/health and convenience are the biggest motivational drivers of brown bagging.  
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Reasons For Purchasing Off Campus

34.3%

22.9% 20.0% 17.1% 17.1% 14.3% 11.4%
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The off campus
restaurants I

patronize offer
better

price/value than
on-campus

options

I prefer the
quality/taste of

the food available
off-campus in

comparison to the
food available on

campus

It is more
convenient than
making an on-

campus purchase

There are not
enough lunch

meal options near
me on campus

The wait times
are too long at

the dining
operations on

campus

To take a break
from being on

campus

It is easier to
purchase food on

my way to
campus or after I

leave campus

Why eat off campus?
(Respondents - 35)

Ugrad On , 
14.3%

Ugrad Off, 
51.4%

Grad/Prof, 2.9%

Faculty/ Staff/ 
Admin, 31.4%

Campus Affiliation - purchase off campus
(Respondents – 35)

• Only 2.7% of the Total Respondent Group indicate that 
they typically purchase lunch off campus.
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Evening Population Distribution & Market Capture (6 p.m. – 9 p.m.)

10

Skip eating this meal, 
14.6%

Prepare and eat at 
home/residence/apartm

ent, 21.2%

Bring food from 
home, 16.0%Purchase off campus, 

6.5%

Eat on campus at Los Olivos, 
16.9%

Purchase from retail 
dining, 15.1%

Purchase on campus at a 
c-store or market, 4.4%

Obtain by delivery, 0.1%
Other, 5.3%

What do you typically do for dinner?
(Total Respondents - 969)

• Dinner market 
capture of Total 
Respondents is 
36.4%.  The 
primary competitor 
to on-campus 
dining is eating at 
home.
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Evening Population Distribution & Market Capture (6 p.m. – 9 p.m.)

11

Evening Population 
Distribution

(5 p.m. - 9 p.m.)
Top 3 responses in bold

Total 
Respon-
dents 

(1,294)

Ugrad On 
(317) 

Ugrad Off 
(700)

Grad/Prof 
(50)

Faculty/ 
Staff/ 
Admin 
(212)

Zone 1 7.5% 5.7% 9.0% 22.0% 2.4%
Zone 2 19.4% 19.2% 21.3% 36.0% 10.4%
Zone 3 4.2% 15.1% 0.7% 0.0% 0.5%
Zone 4 8.4% 18.0% 6.6% 2.0% 2.4%
Zone 5 2.7% 1.9% 3.7% 2.0% 0.9%
Zone 6 13.1% 10.4% 16.1% 6.0% 7.1%
Zone 7 9.5% 6.0% 11.3% 12.0% 8.5%
Zone 8 0.8% 0.0% 1.0% 2.0% 0.9%
Zone 9 0.7% 0.6% 0.7% 2.0% 0.5%
Zone 10 7.1% 16.1% 4.3% 8.0% 2.8%
Zone 11 0.7% 1.3% 0.6% 2.0% 0.0%
Zone 12 0.8% 1.3% 0.3% 0.0% 1.9%
I'm not on campus during 
the majority of this time 
period.

25.1% 4.4% 24.4% 6.0% 61.8%

• As at lunchtime, the most populated areas of campus around dinnertime are Zones 2 and 
6.  It is noteworthy that 75.6% of Undergraduates living off campus are still on campus 
during at least part of this timeframe.
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Late Night Population Distribution & Market Capture (After 9 p.m.)

12

Skip eating this meal, 
25.5%

Prepare and eat at home, 
19.0%

Bring food from home, 
16.1%

Purchase off campus, 
7.6%

Eat on campus at Los 
Olivos, 3.5%

Purchase from retail 
dining, 6.8%

Purchase on campus at a c-
store or market, 18.1%

Obtain by delivery, 0.4%
Other, 3.0%

What do you typically do for a late night meal?
(Total Respondents - 541)

• Late Night market 
capture of Total 
Respondents is 
28.4%.  25.5% skip 
this meal, while 
35.1% either bring 
food from home or 
eat this meal at 
home.
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Late Night Population Distribution & Market Capture (After 9 p.m.)

13

Late Night Population 
Distribution

(After 9 p.m.)
Top 3 responses in bold

Total 
Respon-
dents 

(1,294)

Ugrad On 
(317) 

Ugrad Off 
(700)

Grad/Prof 
(50)

Faculty/ 
Staff/ 
Admin 
(212)

Zone 1 2.4% 1.3% 2.4% 16.0% 0.9%
Zone 2 4.0% 2.2% 4.9% 6.0% 3.8%
Zone 3 5.6% 21.1% 0.7% 0.0% 0.0%
Zone 4 8.9% 31.6% 1.6% 4.0% 0.9%
Zone 5 1.1% 0.6% 1.6% 0.0% 0.5%
Zone 6 6.4% 3.2% 9.3% 8.0% 0.9%
Zone 7 2.9% 1.0% 3.9% 2.0% 3.3%
Zone 8 0.2% 0.0% 0.3% 2.0% 0.0%
Zone 9 0.7% 1.9% 0.4% 0.0% 0.0%
Zone 10 7.8% 22.7% 3.7% 4.0% 0.0%
Zone 11 0.2% 0.3% 0.1% 2.0% 0.0%
Zone 12 1.6% 5.1% 0.1% 2.0% 0.9%

I'm not on campus during 
the majority of this time 
period.

58.2% 9.2% 71.0% 54.0% 88.7%

• As expected, the most populated areas of campus are the residence zones – Zones 4 and 
10.  The heaviest concentration of Undergraduates living off campus is in Zone 6.  29% of 
Undergraduates living off campus are still on campus at least part of this timeframe.
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Preferred New Brands – Brand Categories

14
• Students indicate the strongest preference for a hamburger brand, while Faculty/Staff 

most prefer a Sandwich/Salad/Soup brand.   

Hamburger
Brand

Mexican Food
Brand

Sandwich/
Salad/ Soup

Brand
Pizza Brand Chicken

Brand

Juice/
Smoothie

Brand

Asian Food
Brand

Snack or
Dessert
Brand

Casual
American

Food Brand
Total Respondents (1,294) 35.2% 27.1% 26.4% 22.5% 22.4% 14.5% 13.0% 12.3% 10.4%
Ugrad On  (317) 33.1% 26.8% 18.6% 28.4% 19.9% 12.6% 14.5% 18.6% 13.3%
Ugrad Off (700) 36.9% 27.4% 26.7% 23.4% 23.9% 15.6% 11.4% 11.0% 10.9%
Grad/Prof (50) 44.0% 26.0% 30.0% 20.0% 14.0% 20.0% 16.0% 16.0% 4.0%
Faculty/ Staff/ Admin (212) 31.6% 26.4% 34.9% 11.3% 24.1% 11.8% 15.6% 6.6% 7.1%
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30.0%
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40.0%

45.0%

50.0%

If the University were to add or replace dining operations, what type of service would best 
meet your needs?

(10% or more reported) 
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Preferred New Brands - Specific Brand Preferences

15

Pizza/Italian # Responses Hamburger # Responses Juice/Beverage # Responses Chicken # Responses

Domino's 81 In‐n‐Out 260 Jamba Juice 39 Chick‐fil‐A 173
Pizza Hut 57 McDonald's 71 Boba Tea 34 Popeye's 28
Pieology 47 The Habit 52 Juice It Up 23 KFC 27
Blaze  32 Jack‐In‐The‐Box 39 Nekter 20

Wendy's 28

Mexican # Responses Sandwich/ 
Salad/Soup

# Responses Ice Cream # Responses Asian Brand # Responses

Chipotle 143 Panera 123 Yogurtland 29 Waba Grill 22
El Pollo Loco 52 Jersey Mike's 35 Flame Broiler 22
Alberto's 34
Rubio's 27
Del Taco 25

Results for brands receiving at least 20 responses; Responses of 50 or more highlighted in bold.
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Preferred New Brands – Revenue Potential
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Brand Category # Selecting Weekly Expected Comparative
Brand Purchase Average Revenue

Frequency Check Potential
Hamburger Brand 456 2.0 7.18$            6,548$          
Mexican Food Brand 351 2.1 7.40$            5,456$          
Sandwich/Salad/Soup Brand 342 2.1 7.24$            5,200$          
Pizza Brand 291 2.1 7.32$            4,474$          
Chicken Brand 290 2.1 7.32$            4,458$          
Juice/Smoothie Brand 188 2.3 6.37$            2,755$          
Asian Food Brand 168 2.1 7.31$            2,578$          
Snack or Dessert Brand 159 2.2 6.71$            2,348$          
Casual American Food Brand 135 2.1 7.44$            2,109$          
Italian Brand 83 2.3 7.66$            1,461$          
Barbeque Brand 58 2.0 8.00$            928$             
Seafood Brand 45 2.1 7.45$            705$             

• Comparative Revenue 
Potential for each 
brand category is 
calculated based on 
the number of 
respondents selecting 
the brand, multiplied 
by their reported 
purchase frequency 
and expected average 
check.

• The results indicate that a popular brand in the following 
categories would offer the most revenue potential:
• Hamburger
• Mexican
• Sandwich/Salad/Soup
• Pizza
• Chicken
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Preferred New Brands – Utilization Timeframes

17

• With the exception of 
Snack/Dessert brands, the 
peak utilization time for 
all brand types is Midday.

• Pizza and Snack/Dessert 
brands are the more likely 
to be used in the Evening 
than other brand types.
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Hamburger Brand

Mexican Food Brand

Sandwich/ Salad/ Soup Brand

Pizza Brand

Chicken Brand

Juice/ Smoothie Brand

Asian Food Brand

Snack or Dessert Brand

Casual American Food Brand

What timeframe(s) would you be likely to use the brand(s) you selected?  

Late Night 9 p.m. - 1 a.m. Evening 5 p.m. - 9 p.m. Afternoon 2 p.m. - 5 p.m.
Midday 10 a.m. - 2 p.m. Morning 7 a.m. - 10 a.m.
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Preferred Locations for New Dining Operations 
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Campus Zone

Total 
Respon-
dents 

(1,294)

Ugrad On 
(317)

Ugrad Off 
(700)

Grad/Prof 
(50)

Faculty/ 
Staff/ 
Admin 
(212)

Zone 2 21.6% 10.4% 26.7% 28.0% 20.3%
Zone 7 21.1% 12.9% 22.0% 20.0% 31.1%
Zone 6 13.5% 13.3% 13.4% 10.0% 15.1%
Zone 1 11.3% 5.4% 13.7% 18.0% 10.4%

• Zones 2 and 7 are the areas of 
campus where new dining 
locations are most desired.

• The results for Zone 2 are 
primarily influenced by 
Undergraduates living off 
campus.

• The results for Zone 7 are 
primarily influenced by 
Faculty/Staff. 
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Online Ordering/Payment

19

I would make on campus
food/beverage purchases
significantly more often

I would make on campus
food/beverage purchases

somewhat more often

I would make on campus
food/beverage purchases

neither more nor less often
than I do now

Total Respondents (1,294) 28.4% 39.6% 32.0%
Ugrad On (317) 27.8% 40.7% 31.6%
Ugrad Off (700) 28.4% 40.3% 31.3%
Grad/ Prof (50) 30.0% 40.0% 30.0%
Faculty/ Staff/ Admin (212) 28.8% 34.9% 36.3%
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If Foundation Dining Services were to offer online ordering & payment at all 
of its dining operations, how would this affect your purchasing patterns?

• The results 
indicate that 
implementation of 
online ordering & 
payment is likely 
to have substantial 
positive impact on 
sales volume.
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Mandatory Meal Plan Holders - Satisfaction
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Percentage in positive agreement (score of 5-7 on a scale of 1-7, where 7 = completely agree)

29.4%

37.2%

46.1%

49.7%

56.4%

59.9%

60.6%

64.5%

0.0% 20.0% 40.0% 60.0% 80.0% 100.0%

There are enough late night dining options where I can use my meal
plan

The quality of food available at Los Olivos is generally good

The variety of food available at Los Olivos is generally adequate to
meet my needs

The current dining hours generally allow me to obtain meals at the
times I want

My meal plan provides the right number of all-you-care-to-eat meals
to meet my needs

My meal plan provides the right amount of Meal Points or Brono Bucks
to meet my needs

The dining environment at Los Olivos is enjoyable and comfortable

Generally, I am able to use my meal plan to obtain food at the
locations I want

Mandatory meal plan holders - satisfaction 
(Respondents - 282)

• For resident meal 
plan holders, areas 
of least satisfaction 
are food variety, 
quality, and 
availability of late 
night dining 
options.
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Voluntary Meal Plan Holders – Reasons for Purchasing a Meal Plan

21

39.1%

43.5%

45.7%

50.0%

52.2%

54.4%

56.5%

69.6%

69.6%

71.7%

0.0% 20.0% 40.0% 60.0% 80.0% 100.0%

The upfront investment in the meal plan was reasonable

I wanted to have access to meals at Los Olivos Dining

The convenience of not having to carry cash

 I like the variety of food available across campus

I like the quality of food available across campus

The size/structure of the meal plan aligns with my dining…

I get a better deal on my meal purchases by having a meal plan

The ability to use the meal plan in multiple locations across campus

The convenience of not having to prepare my own meals

It was purchased for me by my parents/guardian or the university

Voluntary meal plan holders – reasons for making their meal plan purchase
(Respondents ‐ 46) • The top 3 factors 

that influenced 
voluntary meal 
plan holders to 
purchase a plan 
are parental 
purchase, 
convenience, and 
the ability to use 
the plan in 
multiple 
locations.

Percentage in positive agreement (score of 5-7 on a scale of 1-7, where 7 = very influential)
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Non Meal Plan Holders – Potential Meal Plan Purchase Influencers

22

• Rollover privileges, 
refundability, and 
provision of 
discounts/coupons 
are the factors that 
would most 
influence non-meal 
plan holders to 
purchase a meal 
plan.

44.0%

57.2%

60.2%

71.6%

74.9%

75.3%

76.3%

0.0% 10.0% 20.0% 30.0% 40.0% 50.0% 60.0% 70.0% 80.0% 90.0% 100.0%

If my parent or someone else is willing to purchase the plan for
me

If the buy-in threshold is low (i.e. if I can purchase just a few
meals at time, rather than for the entire quarter

If I am offered a bonus at the time of purchase (such as buy 10
meals and get the 11 th meal free or purchase $100 declining

balance dollars and receive $105 to spend)

If I am rewarded with coupons or bonuses the more I use the
plan

If I receive a discount at the cash register when using the plan

If unused meals and Meal Points/Bronco Bucks are fully
refundable at the end of each quarter

If unused meals and Meal Points/Bronco Bucks roll over from
quarter to quarter

How would the following factors influence your decision to purchase a meal 
plan?

(Respondents - 1,012)

Percentage in positive agreement (score of 5-7 on a scale of 1-7, where 7 = very influential)
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Catering Services

23

11.6% of 
respondents 
planned a 
catering 
event in the 
last year.

38.0% 36.7%

19.3%

42.7% 42.0%

14.0%
22.7%

51.3%

20.7%

6.7%

48.0%
40.7%

29.3%
36.7%

51.3%
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60.0%

70.0%

80.0%

90.0%

100.0%

Breakfast Coffee/Beverage/Snack
Service

Box
Luncheons/Sandwiches

Served or Buffet
Luncheons

Receptions

Event types planned by Cal Poly catering arrangers 
(Respondents - 150)

Kellogg West Catering BSC Catering Do not plan this event type
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Catering Services

24

Comparison of Kellogg West Catering vs. BSC Catering
Scale: 1=Completely Disagree, 4=Neutral, 7=Complete Agree

Kellogg 
West 

Catering 
Respon-
dents 
(105)

BSC 
Catering 
Respon-
dents 
(90)

Variance

The caterer cleans up promptly after events and leaves the facility in good condition 5.5 4.8 0.7
The on-site staff is professional in appearance and conduct 5.7 5.1 0.6
The caterer is good at anticipating my needs 5.3 4.7 0.6
Invoicing is timely and accurate 5.3 4.9 0.4
Service occurs efficiently without disruption to my meeting/event 5.4 5.0 0.4
The full cost of the event is clearly understandable at the time of booking 5.6 5.2 0.4
The quantity of the food/beverage provided meets my expectations 5.4 5.0 0.4
The menu options available are appropriate and offer enough variety for my catered event 5.1 4.7 0.4
It is easy to get in touch with the right person when placing orders 5.1 4.8 0.3
The quality of the food/beverage provided meets my expectations 5.4 5.1 0.3
I can place an order and receive a cost estimate online 5.5 5.2 0.3
Overall, events are executed with no negative surprises 5.3 5.0 0.3
The caterer provides exactly what I ordered 5.5 5.2 0.3
I will continue to use this caterer for future events 5.5 5.3 0.2
The events are always delivered and set up on time 5.2 5.1 0.1
I can make all of my arrangements with a single phone call 4.9 4.8 0.1
The caterer is flexible in working with my changing needs 5.2 5.1 0.1
A good value is received for the price paid 4.5 4.6 -0.1

• In general, Kellogg West 
Catering is performing 
somewhat better than 
BSC Catering in meeting 
customer expectations.  
For both caterers, “good 
value for price paid” is 
the area of least 
satisfaction (average 
response slightly above 
“neutral”).
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Desired Improvements

25

0.8%

1.2%

2.0%

3.1%

4.3%

5.3%

5.6%

6.0%

7.3%

8.3%

8.4%

9.4%

10.0%

12.6%

12.8%

14.7%

17.2%

18.6%

19.1%

26.5%

28.3%

0.0% 5.0% 10.0% 15.0% 20.0% 25.0% 30.0%

Residential Dining program and/or services

Customer service

Dining environment

Other (please specify)

Nutritional and/or allergen information

Meal plan structure and/or use policies

Authentic ethnic cuisine

Sustainable practices (recycling, organic food, local sourcing, etc.)

Technology and access options (online ordering, delivery, etc.)

Restaurant brands

Service speed

Food quality and preparation

Seating availability/configuration

More convenient dining locations

Weekday evening service hours

Weekend service hours

Food variety and selection

Late night dining

No changes/improvements are needed

Price/value

Healthy food choices

Improvements
(Total Respondents – 1,294)
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Desired Improvements – By Sub-sample
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Healthy food
choices Price/value

No
changes/improve-
ments are needed

Late night dining Food variety and
selection

Weekend service
hours

Total Respondents (1,294) 28.3% 26.5% 19.1% 18.6% 17.2% 14.7%
Ugrad On (317) 18.0% 14.5% 17.7% 32.8% 15.8% 35.7%
Ugrad Off (700) 28.6% 31.0% 21.0% 16.6% 17.3% 7.0%
Grad/Prof (50) 36.0% 22.0% 26.0% 22.0% 8.0% 18.0%
Faculty/ Staff/ Admin (212) 38.7% 31.1% 13.7% 3.3% 20.3% 8.5%
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Desired Improvements
(Top 6 Choices)

Total Respondents (1,294) Ugrad On (317) Ugrad Off (700) Grad/Prof (50) Faculty/ Staff/ Admin (212)
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Desired Improvements – Top 6 Drill Down

27

Healthy Options (28.3%)
- Higher quality ingredients – fresher, 

“cleaner”, less frozen & prepackaged 
- Less “fast food” options, add in healthier 

options for diet-conscious eaters – including 
vegan & vegetarian

- Healthy options that are affordable!
- Less oil, more fruit & veggies (salads)

Price/Value (26.5%)
- Affordability is an issue for a lot of students
- Marketplace items are overpriced
- Ideal meal price is no more than $7

No changes/improvements needed (19.1%)

Late Night Dining (18.6%)
- Resident students and students who have 

late classes or are on campus studying late 
would like more options

- Closing hours around midnight, at least
- Desire for a 24/7 venue 

Food Variety & Selection (17.2%)
- Change the offerings more often (rotate 

menu) ex: Italian/pasta, more ethnic 
options

- More healthy options
- Vegetarian/vegetable based options

Weekend Service Hours (14.7%)
- Open at least some retail dining locations at 

both lunch and dinner
- Some desire breakfast service
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Desired Improvements – What is a Healthy Dining Choice?

28

What do healthy dining choices mean to you?
(Asked of those Respondents indicating a desire for healthier 
dining options)

Total 
Respondents 

(366)
Ugrad On (57) Ugrad Off 

(200)
Grad/Prof 

(18)

Faculty/ 
Staff/ Admin 

(82)

MyPlate option (50% fruits/vegetables, 25% starch or whole 
grains, and 25% protein) 32.2% 38.6% 33.0% 16.7% 29.3%

Plant Based foods 24.9% 26.3% 25.5% 33.3% 22.0%

Low fat 23.5% 28.1% 21.5% 27.8% 20.7%

Complete Meal (excluding beverage) for 500 calories or less 22.7% 21.1% 22.0% 27.8% 26.8%

Low calorie 17.5% 14.0% 18.0% 16.7% 19.5%

Salads 17.2% 19.3% 13.5% 5.6% 26.8%

Low carbohydrate 12.6% 7.0% 12.5% 22.2% 15.9%

Local / Regional foods 12.0% 5.3% 15.0% 16.7% 9.8%

• Balanced meals, plant based foods, low fat foods, and low calorie meals are most influential to 
the perception of healthy dining.
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Desired Improvements – How much more often would you purchase?

29

Total Respondent Group

Timeframe
Avg. # Weekly 
Meal Purchases 

Now

Avg. # Weekly 
Meal Purchases 

with 
Improvements

Increase
% 

Increase

7 a.m. - 10 a.m. 0.5 1.0 0.4 82%
10 a.m. - 2 p.m. 1.4 1.9 0.6 40%
2 p.m. - 5 p.m. 0.7 1.2 0.5 62%
5 p.m. - 9 p.m. 0.8 1.2 0.4 56%
9 p.m. - 1 a.m. 0.2 0.5 0.3 161%

Undergraduates On Campus

Timeframe
Avg. # Weekly 
Meal Purchases 

Now

Avg. # Weekly 
Meal Purchases 

with 
Improvements

Increase
% 

Increase

7 a.m. - 10 a.m. 1.0 1.4 0.4 44%
10 a.m. - 2 p.m. 1.9 2.3 0.4 21%
2 p.m. - 5 p.m. 1.2 1.6 0.4 37%
5 p.m. - 9 p.m. 2.0 2.5 0.5 25%
9 p.m. - 1 a.m. 0.5 1.2 0.6 115%

Undergraduates Off Campus

Timeframe
Avg. # Weekly 
Meal Purchases 

Now

Avg. # Weekly 
Meal Purchases 

with 
Improvements

Increase
% 

Increase

7 a.m. - 10 a.m. 0.3 0.7 0.4 118%
10 a.m. - 2 p.m. 1.1 1.6 0.6 52%
2 p.m. - 5 p.m. 0.7 1.2 0.5 76%
5 p.m. - 9 p.m. 0.4 0.9 0.5 112%
9 p.m. - 1 a.m. 0.1 0.3 0.2 414%

Graduate/Professional Students

Timeframe
Avg. # Weekly 
Meal Purchases 

Now

Avg. # Weekly 
Meal Purchases 

with 
Improvements

Increase
% 

Increase

7 a.m. - 10 a.m. 0.1 0.5 0.4 308%
10 a.m. - 2 p.m. 1.0 1.4 0.4 39%
2 p.m. - 5 p.m. 0.8 1.4 0.5 65%
5 p.m. - 9 p.m. 0.6 1.2 0.6 95%
9 p.m. - 1 a.m. 0.2 0.3 0.1 63%

Faculty/Staff

Timeframe
Avg. # Weekly 
Meal Purchases 

Now

Avg. # Weekly 
Meal Purchases 

with 
Improvements

Increase
% 

Increase

7 a.m. - 10 a.m. 0.6 1.2 0.6 102%
10 a.m. - 2 p.m. 1.6 2.4 0.8 49%
2 p.m. - 5 p.m. 0.4 0.8 0.4 94%
5 p.m. - 9 p.m. 0.2 0.4 0.2 118%
9 p.m. - 1 a.m. 0.0 0.1 0.1 137%

• Overall, midday is the meal period with the 
most potential for additional market capture.

• For Undergraduates living on campus, the 
timeframe with the greatest additional 
capture potential is late night.

• Graduate students would increase their 
purchase volume most in the evenings.
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Memorandum 
 
 

Date:  August 21, 2017 
 

 
 

To:  Program Committee 
Cal Poly Pomona Foundation, Inc. 

 

         
From:   David F. Prenovost 

Foundation CFO 
 

Subject:  2017-2018 BUDGET AMENDMENT FOUNDATION DINING 
SERVICES – PURCHASING AND FOOD MANAGEMENT 
SYSTEMS UPGRADE IN PREPARATION FOR LOS OLIVOS 
REPLACEMENT FACILITY 

 

 

Bringing Innovation to the Table 
 
Assuring exceptional student experiences has always been the base from which the 
Cal Poly Pomona Foundation’s Dining Service Department has delivered services on 
campus,and from which it has measured its success. In operating the various 
business dining enterprises on campus, nothing is ever static. Over the years, we 
have partnered with a number of great associates that bring excellent resources to the 
Cal Poly Pomona campus community and that contribute to exceptional student 
experiences. 
 
In Fall of 2012, the Foundation entered into a partnership that brought enhanced 
resources from Sodexo Campus Services to the Los Olivos operation and Kellogg 
West Conference Center and Hotel. This partnership brought a number of tools to 
bear, including: 
 

• Nutritional Analysis 
• Menu management tools 
• Recipe database of 6000+ recipes for higher education 
• Web menu development with nutritional information 
• Leveraging Sodexo’s $5 billion in purchasing power 

 
As part of the 2017-2022 Dining Master Plan project, we included an analysis of this 
partnership in the scope of work. The analysis recommends discontinuing the Sodexo 
agreement and the implementation of a two-pronged approach to reaching our goal of 
creating a world-class dining experience for our campus at our Los Olivos Dining 
Commons replacement facility: 
 

1. Expand our current relationship with the CBORD Group to include menu management, 
recipe development, inventory management, nutritional and allergen analysis, online 
menu presence and menu board management. 

2. Enter into one of a number of Group Purchasing Organizations (GPO’s) to leverage 
our purchasing dollars 
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PASSED THIS 25th DAY OF SEPTEMBER 2017.

By

Dr. Lea Jarnagin, Chajr
Program Committee

75

Dining Services has been aligning resources in order to position itself to effectively
implement this initiative including the hiring of a Senior General Manager and a
Purchasing Specialist.

The Cal Poly Pomona Foundation's Dining Services is requesting an additional capital
budget amount of $'l 18,674 for Food Management Software implementation in
preparation for the Los Olivos replacement facility as recommended in our Dining
Services Master Plan update 2017.

The following resolution is recommended for approval:

RESOLVED, the Program Committee approves a capital budget amendment request of
$118,674 for the purchase of Food lvlanagement software be forwarded to the Board of
Directors for their consideration at the next regularly scheduled meeting.
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Memorandum   
 
Date:  August 8, 2017 
 
To:  Program Committee         
  Cal Poly Pomona Foundation, Inc. 
 
     
From:  David F. Prenovost,  
  Senior Managing Director/CFO 
 
Subject: 2017-2018 Budget Amendment Foundation Continuing Education – Vehicle 

or Two Request 
 
The Cal Poly Pomona Foundation’s Continuing Education is requesting approval for a capital 
budget amendment of $45,000 to purchase a vehicle or two to transport their staff safely around 
campus for business purposes, please see attached.   
 
The College is in the process of determining the most effective type and size of vehicle to meet 
the needs of the College and would like to purchase the vehicle or two in the latter half of this 
fiscal year. 
 
NOW, THEREFORE, the Program Committee of the Board of Directors approves the following 
resolution for a capital budget amendment request of $45,000 for the purchase of a vehicle or 
two to transport their staff safely around campus for business purposes to be presented to the 
Board of Directors at their next regularly scheduled meeting. 
 
RESOLVED, the Program Committee approves a capital budget amendment request of 
$45,000 for the purchase of a vehicle or two to transport their staff safely around campus for 
business purposes be forwarded to the Board of Directors for their consideration at the 
next regularly scheduled meeting. 
 
PASSED AND ADOPTED THIS 25th DAY OF SEPTEMBER 2017. 
 
 
By:  ______________________________________ 
 Dr. Lea Jarnagin, Chair 
 Program Committee 
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Memorandum

Date:

To

Cdh[Pnr
tomdatlon

August 8, 2017

Program Committee
Cal Poly Pomona Foundation, lnc

').a.AA'*A
From David F. Prenovost,

Senior Managing Director/CFO

Subject: 2017 -2018 Budget Amendment Foundation Continuing Educataon - Modular
Building Roof Repairs

The Cal Poly Pomona Foundation's Continuing Education is requesting approval for a capital
budget amendment of $34,428 for needed roof repairs to the modular buildings (A & B) at the
English Language lnstitute due to the extensive roof damage from the winter storms, please see
attached.

The College had to move some of the classes to other locations on campus for everyone's
safety and to improve an undesirable learning environment. The repairs should extend the life
of these roofs up to an additional 15 years

NOW, THEREFORE, the Program Committee of the Board of Directors approves the following
resolution for a capital budget amendment request of $34,428 for needed roof repairs to the
modular buildings (A & B) at the English Language lnstitute due to the extensive roof damage
from the winter storms to be presented to the Board of Directors at their next regularly
scheduled meeting.

RESOLVED, the Program Committee approves a capital budget amendment request of
$34,428 for needed roof repairs to the modular buildings (A & B) at the English Language
lnstitute be foruarded to the Board of Directors for their consideration at the next
regularly scheduled meeting.

PASSED PT THIS 25Ih DAY OF SEPTEMBER 2017.

By:
Dr. Lea J in, Chair
Program Committee

lz
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Memorandum

Date

To:

From

August 8, 2017

Program Committee
Cal Poly Pomona Foundation, lnc.

')Aufu
David F. Prenovost,
Senior Managing DirectoriCFO

[ilP]yPm
Foundrflon

Subject: 2017 -2018 Budget Amendment Foundation Bookstore - security
surveillance camera system

The Cal Poly Pomona Foundation's Bookstore is requestjng approval to replace and upgrade
our security surveillance camera system with a capital budget request of $'18,000. During the
remodel of the bookstore over the summer, the cabling was inadvertently removed leading to
the securrty system monitoring system which is over 15 years old.

The new system will allow us to remotely view the cameras from smart phones, tablets, and
provide high definition vandal resistant lP cameras with night vision, increase the storage from 6
Terabyte to 16 Terabyte and an increase the channels from 8 to 32 encoded.

NOW, THEREFORE, the Program Committee of the Board of Directors approves the following
resolution for a capital budget amendment request of g'18,000 for the replacement and upgrade
ofthe security surveillance camera system at the Bronco Bookstore be presented to the Board
of Directors at their next regularly scheduled meeting.

RESOLVED, the Program Committee approves a capital budget amendment request of
$18,000 for the replacement and upgrade of the security surveillance camera system at the
Bronco Bookstore be forwarded to the Board of Directors for their consideration at the
next regularly scheduled meetino

PASSED D IS 25th DAY OF SEPTEMBER 2017,

Dr. Le arnagrn , Chair
Program Committee

By

ADO
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dMemorandum

Date

To:

September 12, 2017

From:

Program Committee
Cal Poly Pomona Foundation, lnc.

')A6fud
David F. Prenovost,
Senior Managing Director/CFO

Subject: 2017 -2018 Budget Amendment Huntley College of Agriculture - Westwind
Ranch - Well Repairs

The Dean of the Don B. Huntley College of Agriculture, Lisa Kessler is requesting approval for a
capital budget amendment of $27,646 for needed well repairs at Westwind Ranch due to the
failure of the well last summer, please see attached.

ln late May, the College had just planted 300 acres of corn, 60 acres of beans and were
irrigating 25 acres of alfalfa and were in the process of pre-irrigating 50 acres for pumpkins.
The repairs extended the ljfe of the well up to an additional 30 years

NOW, THEREFORE, the Program Committee of the Board of Directors approves the following
resolution for a capital budget amendment request of $27 ,646 for needed well repairs at
Westwind Ranch due to the failure of the well last summer be presented to the Board of
Directors at their next regularly scheduled meeting.

RESOLVED, the Program Committee approves a capital budget amendment request of
$27,646 for needed well repairs at Westwind Ranch be forwarded to the Board of Directors
for their consideration at the next regularly scheduled meeting.

PASSED A THIS 25th DAY OF SEPTEMBER 2017.

Dr. Lea Jarnagin, Chair
Program Committee

ElPtPm
Foundrtlon
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By:



 
To: Lisa Kessler 

From: David Matias 

September 8, 2017 

WESTWIND RANCH WATER WELL REPAIR 
 
On June 2, 2017 one of the main wells at Westwind Ranch failed and was shut down.  
We were able to secure the services of Legend Pump & Well Services. The proposed 
cost of these repairs is $55,292 and took six weeks to bring the well back on line.  It is 
uncertain how old the original well was, but these repairs should add approximately 30 
more years to the life of the well. 

 
We had just planted 300 acres of corn, 60 acres of beans (OC Produce).  We also 
have 25 acres of alfalfa to irrigate and was getting pre-irrigation establish for 50 acres 
of pumpkins. When the well failed we were restricted from planting the remaining 
scheduled 250 acre of corn. 

 
This put a strain on the remaining water resource at Westwind Ranch. Going into the 
hottest part of the year required us to get the well repaired as soon as possible. 

 
OC Produce agreed to split the total cost of $55,292 these repairs and has paid $27,646. 
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                                                                                       CAL POLY POMONA FOUNDATION, INC.
                                                                                        2017-18 REVISED CAPITAL BUDGET

Prior Revised Revised  
Years Detail Total  

Remaining 2017-18 2017-18
Enterprise Activities

Reserves Foundation Housing

University Village 361,200         361,200       

Interior painting 135, 240-270, 40A-40D, 50A-50C ($120,000), Replace heating and 
cooling units in 240-260 ($70,000), Carpet/tile - Various Apts. ($48,000), Furniture 40A-
40D, 50A-50C3 7 apts ($63,000), Stairway railings for 5 PII bldgs ($50,000), Duct cleaning 
bldg 135 ($10,200)

Bronco Bookstore
Bookstore 310,000         55,000           New registers ($30,000), Office furniture ($25,000)

Bookstore 18,000          73,000         Replacement and upgrade of security surveillance camera system (Request for BM#372)
Dining Services

20,000        Dining 58,000           80,000           
Manager+ implementation ($20,000), Envision strategies master planning consulting 
($35,000), Cbord card readers ($25,000)

Dining 118,674        Purchasing and Food management systems software (Request for BM#372)
Poly Trolley 60,000           Truck remodel and upgrades
Brewing Education 27,700           25,000           Misc. lab upgrades
Carl's Jr. 95,000           Carl's Jr. brand mandatory refresh

Denny's 49,000           
Misc. equipment - dish machine, grille, refrigeration, panini press, milkshake machine, 
misc. utilites

Einsteins 25,000           Bagel oven rebuild ($10,000), Digital menu boards ($15,000)
Innovation Brew Works 20,000           Misc FOH upgrades - patio, games, etc.

Poly Fresh 45,000           Replace open aired coolers, enlarge storage space ($35,000), Update shelving and 
register stations ($10,000)

Kellogg West Dining
15,000           40,000           

Milk truck vehicle #219 upgrade ($9,000), Heavy duty 6 burners stove ($10,000), Folding 
chairs (wedding) replacement ($6,000), Industrial meat slicer ($9,000), Dining rooms 
carpet repairs ($6,000) 

80,000        Los Olivos 30,000           50,000           Equipment replacement
Round Table Pizza 14,000           Sound system, digital menu boards, umbrellas
Starbucks 10,000           400,000         Design and construction
SCE Coffee Shop 75,000           SCE Coffee Shop (approved at BM#369)
Total Dining Services 996,674       
Kellogg West Conference Center & Hotel  

34,000        

Kellogg West Rooms & 
Conference 34,000           496,000         

496,000       

Conference center public restrooms (6) remodel/upgrade ($277,000), Security cameras 
(18) - KW front desk, bldg 77 & parking areas ($100,000), Remodel/renovation of interior 
guestroom hallways - Hillside & Woodview bldgs ($40,000), Replacement conference 
tables ($34,000), Repair/replacement of cement areas & walkway areas at south end 
exterior area of Hillside bldg. ($45,000)

Facilities
Facilities -                -               No capital budget requested
Real Estate Activities
Bldg 97 10,000           Entrance door replacement

Bldg 66 31,000           580,000         Restroom renovation ($280,000), Lighting, paint and flooring ($160,000), Entry way 
improvements ($140,000)
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                                                                                       CAL POLY POMONA FOUNDATION, INC.
                                                                                        2017-18 REVISED CAPITAL BUDGET

Prior Revised Revised  
Years Detail Total  

Remaining 2017-18 2017-18

CTTI  Buildings 55,800           58,500           DDC thermostat retrofit building #C ($30,000), Bathroom painting and repair ($20,000), 
Carpet replacement - tenant ($8,500)

Total Real Estate Activities 648,500       
Office of Research
Research and Sponsored Prog -               No capital budget requested
College of Agriculture
Spadra/Westwind Ranch 75,000           Replacement of irrigation mainlines ($75,000)
Westwind Ranch 27,646          Well repairs at Westwind Ranch (Request for BM#372)
Pine Tree Ranch 50,000           Demo 5 acres of avocado to plant 5 acres of lemons

14,750        Swine Unit 14,750           -                Purchase of Kawasaki quad
Arabian Horse Center 50,000           Utility tractor - at least 45 hp ($25,000), Utility vehicle - 4x4 ($25,000)
Farmstore 100,000         Permanent orange juice area
Total College of Agriculture  302,646       
College of Science
Chemistry Agilent Project 10,000           -               Computer Equipment
College of Extended University
CEU 20,000           20,000           Reconfigure 105A to workstations/reception area 
CEU 45,000          One or two vehicles (Request for BM#372)

CEU 34,428          Roof repairs to modular buildings (A & B) at the English Language Institute (Request for 
BM#372)

Total CEU 99,428         
Administration 
Marketing 6,990             OkiDate printer

Management Info Systems 12,500           
PCI 3.2 updates -  Follow-up penetration testing, consulting on Gap mitigation, PCI 
training, and quarterly external scanning.

Management Info Systems 10,000           15,000           

Windows 10/desktop updates - Rollout of new operating system to enterprise units 
through VDI.  Some hardware refreshes to improve speed, automation, and security, 
including continued SSD disk upgrades where needed.

Management Info Systems 25,000           

Analytics Licensing and Consulting Services - To continue the buildout of business 
intelligence analytics dashboards for grants, marketing, financial services and retail 
operations

Management Info Systems 15,000           
Security log monitoring software - To improve risk response in security logging and 
monitoring software and to keep pace with growing security compliances

Management Info Systems 30,000           

Financial System Improvements - The upgrade of OneSolution to version 17.1 and initial 
CDD to Cognos report conversion to enhance Enterprise reports with Business 
Intelligence improvements

Management Info Systems 10,000           
POS Private Network Buildout - Hardware updates to build an isolated POS network for 
Foundation retail services to improve PCI compliance mandates.

Management Info Systems 30,000           

POS VM Infrastructure update - Hardware and VM software updates to provide a next 
generation virtual server platform dedicated to isolated POS systems across the 
Foundation retail services.
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                                                                                       CAL POLY POMONA FOUNDATION, INC.
                                                                                        2017-18 REVISED CAPITAL BUDGET

Prior Revised Revised  
Years Detail Total  

Remaining 2017-18 2017-18

Management Info Systems 10,000           
Mobile Device Management - Software system to provide mobile file access and security 
improvements

Management Info Systems 10,000           
Staff Training Hardware -  Hardware/software upgrade of moveable all-in-one training 
computers to provide flexible classroom setup for staff training

Management Info Systems 30,000           
Event and Space Management - License/upgrade buy-in to a software system providing 
campus wide space management.  The vendor will either be EMS or CollegeNet.

Management Info Systems 35,000           
Travel Expense Management -  Concur software installation, using yearly report count, 
buy-in through university licensing agreement.

Total Administration 210,000       

Prior Years and Proposed Capital Budget 745,740         3,187,448    

Total Prior Years and Proposed Capital Budget 3,933,188    
148,750      Capital Funding from Reserves (148,750)      

Capital Funding from Operations 3,784,438    

Note - the proposed capital budget assumes funding of $54,000 from the Capital Reserve, $80,000 from the Residential Board Meal Program Surplus Reserve,
and $14,750 from the Agriculture Program Reserve.
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2012‐2013 2013‐2014 2014‐2015 2015‐2016 2016‐2017 2017‐2018 2018‐2019 2019‐2020 2020‐2021

Administration 270,000           232,000           239,500         237,000         203,990         210,000          250,000         425,000         405,000        
Real Estate 40,000             325,000           253,000         708,800         102,000         648,500          210,000         98,000           464,000        
Bookstore 25,000             40,000             110,000         25,000           300,000         73,000            120,000         120,000         90,000          
Dining Services (1) 743,000           717,500           889,900         595,500         415,700         996,674          26,120,000    2,821,000      15,246,000   
Kellogg West (2) 187,000           1,000,000        1,000,000      1,045,000      400,000         496,000          400,000         350,000         750,000        
Village 553,000           696,000           565,000         229,000         220,400         361,200          436,000         502,000         527,000        
Supplemental 135,000           814,000           240,000         176,750         155,900         402,074          ‐                  ‐                  ‐                   

Total 1,953,000        3,824,500        3,297,400      3,017,050      1,797,990      3,187,448       27,536,000    4,316,000      17,482,000   

(1)  2018‐2019 amount includes $26 million for the Residence Dining Project; 2020‐2021 amount includes $15 million for the 
       Campus Center Marketplace replacement
(2)  2013‐2014 amount is for the Crestview Bldg exterior & courtyard update; 2014‐2015 amount is for the Main Conference Center Bldg, 
       Hillside Bldg, & Woodview Bldg exterior updates; 2015‐2016 amount is for the  hotel guestroom renovations

Capital Budget Request Summary
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Administration Real Estate Bookstore Dining Services (1) Kellogg West (2) Village Supplemental
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2012‐2013 2013‐2014 2014‐2015 2015‐2016 2016‐2017 2017‐2018 2018‐2019 2019‐2020 2020‐2021

Administration 35,000              77,200              37,500            74,500            75,000            29,490             ‐                  ‐                  ‐                  
Real Estate ‐                    13,000              32,000            180,000         ‐                   86,800             ‐                  ‐                  ‐                  
Bookstore ‐                    ‐                    ‐                  100,000         30,000            310,000          ‐                  ‐                  ‐                  
Dining Services 109,600           21,000              201,136         65,173            ‐                   240,700          ‐                  ‐                  ‐                  
Kellogg West ‐                    ‐                    ‐                  147,000         ‐                   34,000             ‐                  ‐                  ‐                  
Village 20,000              235,303           ‐                  ‐                  ‐                   ‐                   ‐                  ‐                  ‐                  
Supplemental 167,700           142,000           796,000         480,000         209,750         44,750             ‐                  ‐                  ‐                  

Total 332,300           488,503           1,066,636      1,046,673      314,750         745,740          ‐                  ‐                  ‐                  

Carryover Capital Budget Request Summary
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	UGrad On
	Q1. What is your academic classification?
	Q2. Where do you live?
	Q3. On a typical weekday when you are on campus, where do you spend the most time during each of the following time periods?  - Morning(7 a.m. - 10 a.m.)
	Q4. On a typical weekday when you are on campus, where do you spend the most time during each of the following time periods?  - Midday(10 a.m. - 2 p.m.)
	Q5. On a typical weekday when you are on campus, where do you spend the most time during each of the following time periods?  - Evening(5 p.m. - 9 p.m.)
	Q6. On a typical weekday when you are on campus, where do you spend the most time during each of the following time periods?  - Late evening(9 p.m. - 1 a.m.)
	Q7. When you are on campus, what do you typically do for lunch?
	Q8. You indicated that you typically bring your lunch from home. Why do you make this choice? Please select your two primary reasons from the list below.
	Q9. You indicated that you typically purchase your lunch off campus. Why do you make this choice? Please select your two primary reasons from the list below.
	Q10. You indicated that you typically obtain your lunch at Los Olivos. Why do you make this choice? Please select your two primary reasons from the list below.
	Q11. At which retail dining operation do you usually eat lunch?
	Q12. At which convenience store or market do you usually eat lunch?
	Q13. You indicated that you typically obtain your lunch at {REFANSWER}. Why do you make this choice? Please select your two primary reasons from the list below.
	Q14. You indicated that you typically obtain your lunch at {REFANSWER}. Why do you make this choice? Please select your two primary reasons from the list below.
	Q15. You indicated that you typically obtain your lunch at an on-campus food truck. Why do you make this choice? Please select your two primary reasons from the list below.
	Q16. When you are on campus, what do you typically do for dinner?
	Q17. At which retail dining operation do you usually eat dinner?
	Q18. At which convenience store or market do you usually eat dinner?
	Q19. When you are on campus, what do you typically do for a late-night meal or snack?
	Q20. At which retail dining operation do you usually eat a late-night meal or snack?
	Q21. At which convenience store or market do you usually eat a late-night meal or snack?
	Q22. Think carefully about the restaurant/caf&eacute; brands that you like best. If Dining Services were to add to or replace the brands on campus, which brands would you most prefer? Pick up to three (3) brand categories and then write in your brand selections.
	Q23. How many times per week would you visit the {REFANSWER} you selected if conveniently located on campus?
	Q24. For the {REFANSWER} you selected, how much would you typically expect to pay for a meal, including beverage?
	Q25. What time frame would you be most likely to use the {REFANSWER} you selected?
	Q26. Which statement best describes you?
	Q27. What type of meal plan do you currently have?
	Q28. What type of meal plan do you currently have?
	Q29. For each statement identified below, please indicate how strongly you agree or disagree with the statement. Use a scale of 1 to 7, as follows: - Generally, I am able to use my meal plan to obtain food at the locations I want
	Q30. For each statement identified below, please indicate how strongly you agree or disagree with the statement. Use a scale of 1 to 7, as follows: - The current dining hours generally allow me to obtain meals at the times I want
	Q31. For each statement identified below, please indicate how strongly you agree or disagree with the statement. Use a scale of 1 to 7, as follows: - The quality of food available at Los Olivos is generally good
	Q32. For each statement identified below, please indicate how strongly you agree or disagree with the statement. Use a scale of 1 to 7, as follows: - The variety of food available at Los Olivos is generally adequate to meet my needs
	Q33. For each statement identified below, please indicate how strongly you agree or disagree with the statement. Use a scale of 1 to 7, as follows: - The dining environment at Los Olivos is enjoyable and comfortable
	Q34. For each statement identified below, please indicate how strongly you agree or disagree with the statement. Use a scale of 1 to 7, as follows: - My meal plan provides the right amount of Meal Points or Bronco Bucks to meet my needs
	Q35. For each statement identified below, please indicate how strongly you agree or disagree with the statement. Use a scale of 1 to 7, as follows: - My meal plan provides the right number of all-you-care-to-eat meals to meet my needs
	Q36. For each statement identified below, please indicate how strongly you agree or disagree with the statement. Use a scale of 1 to 7, as follows: - There are enough late night dining options where I can use my meal plan
	Q37. You indicated that you voluntarily chose to purchase a meal plan. Using a scale of 1 - 7, please indicate how each of the following factors influenced your decision to purchase your plan. - The convenience of not having to carry cash
	Q38. You indicated that you voluntarily chose to purchase a meal plan. Using a scale of 1 - 7, please indicate how each of the following factors influenced your decision to purchase your plan. - The ability to use the meal plan in multiple locations across campus
	Q39. You indicated that you voluntarily chose to purchase a meal plan. Using a scale of 1 - 7, please indicate how each of the following factors influenced your decision to purchase your plan. - I get a better deal on my meal purchases by having a meal plan
	Q40. You indicated that you voluntarily chose to purchase a meal plan. Using a scale of 1 - 7, please indicate how each of the following factors influenced your decision to purchase your plan. - It was purchased for me by my parents/guardian or the university
	Q41. You indicated that you voluntarily chose to purchase a meal plan. Using a scale of 1 - 7, please indicate how each of the following factors influenced your decision to purchase your plan. - The convenience of not having to prepare my own meals
	Q42. You indicated that you voluntarily chose to purchase a meal plan. Using a scale of 1 - 7, please indicate how each of the following factors influenced your decision to purchase your plan. - I like the variety of food available across campus
	Q43. You indicated that you voluntarily chose to purchase a meal plan. Using a scale of 1 - 7, please indicate how each of the following factors influenced your decision to purchase your plan. - I wanted to have access to meals at Los Olivos Dining
	Q44. You indicated that you voluntarily chose to purchase a meal plan. Using a scale of 1 - 7, please indicate how each of the following factors influenced your decision to purchase your plan. - The upfront investment in the meal plan was reasonable
	Q45. You indicated that you voluntarily chose to purchase a meal plan. Using a scale of 1 - 7, please indicate how each of the following factors influenced your decision to purchase your plan. - I like the quality of food available across campus
	Q46. You indicated that you voluntarily chose to purchase a meal plan. Using a scale of 1 - 7, please indicate how each of the following factors influenced your decision to purchase your plan. - The size/structure of the meal plan aligns with my dining needs/preferences
	Q47. You indicated that you do not have a meal plan. Using a scale of 1 - 7, please indicate how each of the following factors influenced your decision not to purchase a meal plan. - I prefer to cook most of my own meals
	Q48. You indicated that you do not have a meal plan. Using a scale of 1 - 7, please indicate how each of the following factors influenced your decision not to purchase a meal plan. - I prefer to eat most of my meals at off campus restaurants
	Q49. You indicated that you do not have a meal plan. Using a scale of 1 - 7, please indicate how each of the following factors influenced your decision not to purchase a meal plan. - The meal plans are priced higher than I want to pay or can afford
	Q50. You indicated that you do not have a meal plan. Using a scale of 1 - 7, please indicate how each of the following factors influenced your decision not to purchase a meal plan. - The meal plans offered do not provide enough flexibility in where I can use the plan
	Q51. You indicated that you do not have a meal plan. Using a scale of 1 - 7, please indicate how each of the following factors influenced your decision not to purchase a meal plan. - The smallest meal plan has more all you care to eat meals than I want
	Q52. You indicated that you do not have a meal plan. Using a scale of 1 - 7, please indicate how each of the following factors influenced your decision not to purchase a meal plan. - The smallest meal plan has more Meal Points or Bronco Bucks than I want
	Q53. You indicated that you do not have a meal plan. Using a scale of 1 - 7, please indicate how each of the following factors influenced your decision not to purchase a meal plan. - Campus dining locations are not convenient
	Q54. You indicated that you do not have a meal plan. Using a scale of 1 - 7, please indicate how each of the following factors influenced your decision not to purchase a meal plan. - Campus dining service hours do not align with my schedule
	Q55. You indicated that you do not have a meal plan. Using a scale of 1 - 7, please indicate how each of the following factors influenced your decision not to purchase a meal plan. - I am not satisfied with the variety of food available on campus
	Q56. You indicated that you do not have a meal plan. Using a scale of 1 - 7, please indicate how each of the following factors influenced your decision not to purchase a meal plan. - I am not satisfied with the quality of the food available on campus
	Q57. You indicated that you do not have a meal plan. Using a scale of 1 - 7, please indicate how each of the following factors influenced your decision not to purchase a meal plan. - I didn't know I could purchase a meal plan
	Q58. Please rate all of the following potential features with regard to how much they might influence you to purchase a small, prepaid meal plan. - If the buy-in threshold is low (i.e. if I can purchase just a few meals at time, rather than for the entire quarter)
	Q59. Please rate all of the following potential features with regard to how much they might influence you to purchase a small, prepaid meal plan. - If I am offered a bonus at the time of purchase (such as buy 10 meals and get the 11th meal free or purchase $100 declining balance dollars and receive $105 to spend)
	Q60. Please rate all of the following potential features with regard to how much they might influence you to purchase a small, prepaid meal plan. - If unused meals and Meal Points/Bronco Bucks are fully refundable at the end of each quarter
	Q61. Please rate all of the following potential features with regard to how much they might influence you to purchase a small, prepaid meal plan. - If unused meals and/or Meal Points/Bronco Bucks roll over from quarter to quarter
	Q62. Please rate all of the following potential features with regard to how much they might influence you to purchase a small, prepaid meal plan. - If I receive a discount at the cash register when using the plan
	Q63. Please rate all of the following potential features with regard to how much they might influence you to purchase a small, prepaid meal plan. - If I am rewarded with coupons or bonuses the more I use the plan
	Q64. Please rate all of the following potential features with regard to how much they might influence you to purchase a small, prepaid meal plan. - If my parent or someone else is willing to purchase the plan for me
	Q65. Ideal Amount of Meal Points per Quarter:
	Q66. Ideal Amount of All-You-Care-To-Eat Meals Per Week:
	Q67. If Foundation Dining Services were to offer online ordering and payment at all of its dining operations, how would this affect your purchasing patterns?  Select the answer that most closely applies.
	Q68. Have you been involved in planning a catered event in the past year?
	Q69. Select the caterer you use most often for each event type. - Breakfast
	Q70. Select the caterer you use most often for each event type. - Coffee/Beverage/Snack Service
	Q71. Select the caterer you use most often for each event type. - Box Luncheons/ Sandwiches
	Q72. Select the caterer you use most often for each event type. - Served or Buffet Luncheons
	Q73. Select the caterer you use most often for each event type. - Receptions
	Q74. Select the caterer you use most often for each event type. - Dinners
	Q75. Select the caterer you use most often for each event type. - Large Banquets and Special Events
	Q76. Kellogg West CateringUsing a scale from 1 to 7, rate how strongly you agree or disagree with the following statements regarding the quality of Kellogg West Catering: - It is easy to get in touch with the right person when placing orders
	Q77. Kellogg West CateringUsing a scale from 1 to 7, rate how strongly you agree or disagree with the following statements regarding the quality of Kellogg West Catering: - I can make all of my arrangements with a single phone call
	Q78. Kellogg West CateringUsing a scale from 1 to 7, rate how strongly you agree or disagree with the following statements regarding the quality of Kellogg West Catering: - The caterer is flexible in working with my changing needs
	Q79. Kellogg West CateringUsing a scale from 1 to 7, rate how strongly you agree or disagree with the following statements regarding the quality of Kellogg West Catering: - The events are always delivered and set up on time
	Q80. Kellogg West CateringUsing a scale from 1 to 7, rate how strongly you agree or disagree with the following statements regarding the quality of Kellogg West Catering: - The caterer provides exactly what I ordered
	Q81. Kellogg West CateringUsing a scale from 1 to 7, rate how strongly you agree or disagree with the following statements regarding the quality of Kellogg West Catering: - The on-site staff is professional in appearance and conduct
	Q82. Kellogg West CateringUsing a scale from 1 to 7, rate how strongly you agree or disagree with the following statements regarding the quality of Kellogg West Catering: - The quality of the food/beverage provided meets my expectations
	Q83. Kellogg West CateringUsing a scale from 1 to 7, rate how strongly you agree or disagree with the following statements regarding the quality of Kellogg West Catering: - The quantity of the food/beverage provided meets my expectations
	Q84. Kellogg West CateringUsing a scale from 1 to 7, rate how strongly you agree or disagree with the following statements regarding the quality of Kellogg West Catering: - Service occurs efficiently without disruption to my meeting/event
	Q85. Kellogg West CateringUsing a scale from 1 to 7, rate how strongly you agree or disagree with the following statements regarding the quality of Kellogg West Catering: - The caterer cleans up promptly after events and leaves the facility in good condition
	Q86. Kellogg West CateringUsing a scale from 1 to 7, rate how strongly you agree or disagree with the following statements regarding the quality of Kellogg West Catering: - Invoicing is timely and accurate
	Q87. Kellogg West CateringUsing a scale from 1 to 7, rate how strongly you agree or disagree with the following statements regarding the quality of Kellogg West Catering: - A good value is received for the price paid
	Q88. Kellogg West CateringUsing a scale from 1 to 7, rate how strongly you agree or disagree with the following statements regarding the quality of Kellogg West Catering: - The menu options available are appropriate and offer enough variety for my catered eve
	Q89. Kellogg West CateringUsing a scale from 1 to 7, rate how strongly you agree or disagree with the following statements regarding the quality of Kellogg West Catering: - I can place an order and receive a cost estimate online
	Q90. Kellogg West CateringUsing a scale from 1 to 7, rate how strongly you agree or disagree with the following statements regarding the quality of Kellogg West Catering: - The full cost of the event is clearly understandable at the time of booking
	Q91. Kellogg West CateringUsing a scale from 1 to 7, rate how strongly you agree or disagree with the following statements regarding the quality of Kellogg West Catering: - The caterer is good at anticipating my needs
	Q92. Kellogg West CateringUsing a scale from 1 to 7, rate how strongly you agree or disagree with the following statements regarding the quality of Kellogg West Catering: - Overall, events are executed with no negative surprises
	Q93. Kellogg West CateringUsing a scale from 1 to 7, rate how strongly you agree or disagree with the following statements regarding the quality of Kellogg West Catering: - I will continue to use this caterer for future events
	Q94. BSC CateringUsing a scale from 1 to 7, rate how strongly you agree or disagree with the following statements regarding the quality of BSC Catering: - It is easy to get in touch with the right person when placing orders
	Q95. BSC CateringUsing a scale from 1 to 7, rate how strongly you agree or disagree with the following statements regarding the quality of BSC Catering: - I can make all of my arrangements with a single phone call
	Q96. BSC CateringUsing a scale from 1 to 7, rate how strongly you agree or disagree with the following statements regarding the quality of BSC Catering: - The caterer is flexible in working with my changing needs
	Q97. BSC CateringUsing a scale from 1 to 7, rate how strongly you agree or disagree with the following statements regarding the quality of BSC Catering: - The events are always delivered and set up on time
	Q98. BSC CateringUsing a scale from 1 to 7, rate how strongly you agree or disagree with the following statements regarding the quality of BSC Catering: - The caterer provides exactly what I ordered
	Q99. BSC CateringUsing a scale from 1 to 7, rate how strongly you agree or disagree with the following statements regarding the quality of BSC Catering: - The on-site staff is professional in appearance and conduct
	Q100. BSC CateringUsing a scale from 1 to 7, rate how strongly you agree or disagree with the following statements regarding the quality of BSC Catering: - The quality of the food/beverage provided meets my expectations
	Q101. BSC CateringUsing a scale from 1 to 7, rate how strongly you agree or disagree with the following statements regarding the quality of BSC Catering: - The quantity of the food/beverage provided meets my expectations
	Q102. BSC CateringUsing a scale from 1 to 7, rate how strongly you agree or disagree with the following statements regarding the quality of BSC Catering: - Service occurs efficiently without disruption to my meeting/event
	Q103. BSC CateringUsing a scale from 1 to 7, rate how strongly you agree or disagree with the following statements regarding the quality of BSC Catering: - The caterer cleans up promptly after events and leaves the facility in good condition
	Q104. BSC CateringUsing a scale from 1 to 7, rate how strongly you agree or disagree with the following statements regarding the quality of BSC Catering: - Invoicing is timely and accurate
	Q105. BSC CateringUsing a scale from 1 to 7, rate how strongly you agree or disagree with the following statements regarding the quality of BSC Catering: - A good value is received for the price paid
	Q106. BSC CateringUsing a scale from 1 to 7, rate how strongly you agree or disagree with the following statements regarding the quality of BSC Catering: - The menu options available are appropriate and offer enough variety for my catered eve
	Q107. BSC CateringUsing a scale from 1 to 7, rate how strongly you agree or disagree with the following statements regarding the quality of BSC Catering: - I can place an order and receive a cost estimate online
	Q108. BSC CateringUsing a scale from 1 to 7, rate how strongly you agree or disagree with the following statements regarding the quality of BSC Catering: - The full cost of the event is clearly understandable at the time of booking
	Q109. BSC CateringUsing a scale from 1 to 7, rate how strongly you agree or disagree with the following statements regarding the quality of BSC Catering: - The caterer is good at anticipating my needs
	Q110. BSC CateringUsing a scale from 1 to 7, rate how strongly you agree or disagree with the following statements regarding the quality of BSC Catering: - Overall, events are executed with no negative surprises
	Q111. BSC CateringUsing a scale from 1 to 7, rate how strongly you agree or disagree with the following statements regarding the quality of BSC Catering: - I will continue to use this caterer for future events
	Q112. If Foundation Dining Services were to add dining operations on campus which campus zone would be the most convenient for you?
	Q113. What can the Foundation Dining Services change or improve to compare more favorably with other food options available to you? Please select up to three priorities, and then fill in your comments.
	Q114. You indicated you would like healthy options as an improvement; which of the following best describes healthy for you? You may select up to two.
	Q115. Number of meals I purchase on campus in a typical week now: - 7 a.m. - 10 a.m.
	Q116. Number of meals I purchase on campus in a typical week now: - 10 a.m. - 2 p.m.
	Q117. Number of meals I purchase on campus in a typical week now: - 2 p.m. - 5 p.m.
	Q118. Number of meals I purchase on campus in a typical week now: - 5 p.m. - 9 p.m.
	Q119. Number of meals I purchase on campus in a typical week now: - 9 p.m. - 1 a.m.
	Q120. Number of meals I would purchase if Dining Services better met my needs: - 7 a.m. - 10 a.m.
	Q121. Number of meals I would purchase if Dining Services better met my needs: - 10 a.m. - 2 p.m.
	Q122. Number of meals I would purchase if Dining Services better met my needs: - 2 p.m. - 5 p.m.
	Q123. Number of meals I would purchase if Dining Services better met my needs: - 5 p.m. - 9 p.m.
	Q124. Number of meals I would purchase if Dining Services better met my needs: - 9 p.m. - 1 a.m.
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	UGrad Off
	Q1. What is your academic classification?
	Q2. Where do you live?
	Q3. On a typical weekday when you are on campus, where do you spend the most time during each of the following time periods?  - Morning(7 a.m. - 10 a.m.)
	Q4. On a typical weekday when you are on campus, where do you spend the most time during each of the following time periods?  - Midday(10 a.m. - 2 p.m.)
	Q5. On a typical weekday when you are on campus, where do you spend the most time during each of the following time periods?  - Evening(5 p.m. - 9 p.m.)
	Q6. On a typical weekday when you are on campus, where do you spend the most time during each of the following time periods?  - Late evening(9 p.m. - 1 a.m.)
	Q7. When you are on campus, what do you typically do for lunch?
	Q8. You indicated that you typically bring your lunch from home. Why do you make this choice? Please select your two primary reasons from the list below.
	Q9. You indicated that you typically purchase your lunch off campus. Why do you make this choice? Please select your two primary reasons from the list below.
	Q10. You indicated that you typically obtain your lunch at Los Olivos. Why do you make this choice? Please select your two primary reasons from the list below.
	Q11. At which retail dining operation do you usually eat lunch?
	Q12. At which convenience store or market do you usually eat lunch?
	Q13. You indicated that you typically obtain your lunch at {REFANSWER}. Why do you make this choice? Please select your two primary reasons from the list below.
	Q14. You indicated that you typically obtain your lunch at {REFANSWER}. Why do you make this choice? Please select your two primary reasons from the list below.
	Q15. You indicated that you typically obtain your lunch at an on-campus food truck. Why do you make this choice? Please select your two primary reasons from the list below.
	Q16. When you are on campus, what do you typically do for dinner?
	Q17. At which retail dining operation do you usually eat dinner?
	Q18. At which convenience store or market do you usually eat dinner?
	Q19. When you are on campus, what do you typically do for a late-night meal or snack?
	Q20. At which retail dining operation do you usually eat a late-night meal or snack?
	Q21. At which convenience store or market do you usually eat a late-night meal or snack?
	Q22. Think carefully about the restaurant/caf&eacute; brands that you like best. If Dining Services were to add to or replace the brands on campus, which brands would you most prefer? Pick up to three (3) brand categories and then write in your brand selections.
	Q23. How many times per week would you visit the {REFANSWER} you selected if conveniently located on campus?
	Q24. For the {REFANSWER} you selected, how much would you typically expect to pay for a meal, including beverage?
	Q25. What time frame would you be most likely to use the {REFANSWER} you selected?
	Q26. Which statement best describes you?
	Q27. What type of meal plan do you currently have?
	Q28. What type of meal plan do you currently have?
	Q29. For each statement identified below, please indicate how strongly you agree or disagree with the statement. Use a scale of 1 to 7, as follows: - Generally, I am able to use my meal plan to obtain food at the locations I want
	Q30. For each statement identified below, please indicate how strongly you agree or disagree with the statement. Use a scale of 1 to 7, as follows: - The current dining hours generally allow me to obtain meals at the times I want
	Q31. For each statement identified below, please indicate how strongly you agree or disagree with the statement. Use a scale of 1 to 7, as follows: - The quality of food available at Los Olivos is generally good
	Q32. For each statement identified below, please indicate how strongly you agree or disagree with the statement. Use a scale of 1 to 7, as follows: - The variety of food available at Los Olivos is generally adequate to meet my needs
	Q33. For each statement identified below, please indicate how strongly you agree or disagree with the statement. Use a scale of 1 to 7, as follows: - The dining environment at Los Olivos is enjoyable and comfortable
	Q34. For each statement identified below, please indicate how strongly you agree or disagree with the statement. Use a scale of 1 to 7, as follows: - My meal plan provides the right amount of Meal Points or Bronco Bucks to meet my needs
	Q35. For each statement identified below, please indicate how strongly you agree or disagree with the statement. Use a scale of 1 to 7, as follows: - My meal plan provides the right number of all-you-care-to-eat meals to meet my needs
	Q36. For each statement identified below, please indicate how strongly you agree or disagree with the statement. Use a scale of 1 to 7, as follows: - There are enough late night dining options where I can use my meal plan
	Q37. You indicated that you voluntarily chose to purchase a meal plan. Using a scale of 1 - 7, please indicate how each of the following factors influenced your decision to purchase your plan. - The convenience of not having to carry cash
	Q38. You indicated that you voluntarily chose to purchase a meal plan. Using a scale of 1 - 7, please indicate how each of the following factors influenced your decision to purchase your plan. - The ability to use the meal plan in multiple locations across campus
	Q39. You indicated that you voluntarily chose to purchase a meal plan. Using a scale of 1 - 7, please indicate how each of the following factors influenced your decision to purchase your plan. - I get a better deal on my meal purchases by having a meal plan
	Q40. You indicated that you voluntarily chose to purchase a meal plan. Using a scale of 1 - 7, please indicate how each of the following factors influenced your decision to purchase your plan. - It was purchased for me by my parents/guardian or the university
	Q41. You indicated that you voluntarily chose to purchase a meal plan. Using a scale of 1 - 7, please indicate how each of the following factors influenced your decision to purchase your plan. - The convenience of not having to prepare my own meals
	Q42. You indicated that you voluntarily chose to purchase a meal plan. Using a scale of 1 - 7, please indicate how each of the following factors influenced your decision to purchase your plan. - I like the variety of food available across campus
	Q43. You indicated that you voluntarily chose to purchase a meal plan. Using a scale of 1 - 7, please indicate how each of the following factors influenced your decision to purchase your plan. - I wanted to have access to meals at Los Olivos Dining
	Q44. You indicated that you voluntarily chose to purchase a meal plan. Using a scale of 1 - 7, please indicate how each of the following factors influenced your decision to purchase your plan. - The upfront investment in the meal plan was reasonable
	Q45. You indicated that you voluntarily chose to purchase a meal plan. Using a scale of 1 - 7, please indicate how each of the following factors influenced your decision to purchase your plan. - I like the quality of food available across campus
	Q46. You indicated that you voluntarily chose to purchase a meal plan. Using a scale of 1 - 7, please indicate how each of the following factors influenced your decision to purchase your plan. - The size/structure of the meal plan aligns with my dining needs/preferences
	Q47. You indicated that you do not have a meal plan. Using a scale of 1 - 7, please indicate how each of the following factors influenced your decision not to purchase a meal plan. - I prefer to cook most of my own meals
	Q48. You indicated that you do not have a meal plan. Using a scale of 1 - 7, please indicate how each of the following factors influenced your decision not to purchase a meal plan. - I prefer to eat most of my meals at off campus restaurants
	Q49. You indicated that you do not have a meal plan. Using a scale of 1 - 7, please indicate how each of the following factors influenced your decision not to purchase a meal plan. - The meal plans are priced higher than I want to pay or can afford
	Q50. You indicated that you do not have a meal plan. Using a scale of 1 - 7, please indicate how each of the following factors influenced your decision not to purchase a meal plan. - The meal plans offered do not provide enough flexibility in where I can use the plan
	Q51. You indicated that you do not have a meal plan. Using a scale of 1 - 7, please indicate how each of the following factors influenced your decision not to purchase a meal plan. - The smallest meal plan has more all you care to eat meals than I want
	Q52. You indicated that you do not have a meal plan. Using a scale of 1 - 7, please indicate how each of the following factors influenced your decision not to purchase a meal plan. - The smallest meal plan has more Meal Points or Bronco Bucks than I want
	Q53. You indicated that you do not have a meal plan. Using a scale of 1 - 7, please indicate how each of the following factors influenced your decision not to purchase a meal plan. - Campus dining locations are not convenient
	Q54. You indicated that you do not have a meal plan. Using a scale of 1 - 7, please indicate how each of the following factors influenced your decision not to purchase a meal plan. - Campus dining service hours do not align with my schedule
	Q55. You indicated that you do not have a meal plan. Using a scale of 1 - 7, please indicate how each of the following factors influenced your decision not to purchase a meal plan. - I am not satisfied with the variety of food available on campus
	Q56. You indicated that you do not have a meal plan. Using a scale of 1 - 7, please indicate how each of the following factors influenced your decision not to purchase a meal plan. - I am not satisfied with the quality of the food available on campus
	Q57. You indicated that you do not have a meal plan. Using a scale of 1 - 7, please indicate how each of the following factors influenced your decision not to purchase a meal plan. - I didn't know I could purchase a meal plan
	Q58. Please rate all of the following potential features with regard to how much they might influence you to purchase a small, prepaid meal plan. - If the buy-in threshold is low (i.e. if I can purchase just a few meals at time, rather than for the entire quarter)
	Q59. Please rate all of the following potential features with regard to how much they might influence you to purchase a small, prepaid meal plan. - If I am offered a bonus at the time of purchase (such as buy 10 meals and get the 11th meal free or purchase $100 declining balance dollars and receive $105 to spend)
	Q60. Please rate all of the following potential features with regard to how much they might influence you to purchase a small, prepaid meal plan. - If unused meals and Meal Points/Bronco Bucks are fully refundable at the end of each quarter
	Q61. Please rate all of the following potential features with regard to how much they might influence you to purchase a small, prepaid meal plan. - If unused meals and/or Meal Points/Bronco Bucks roll over from quarter to quarter
	Q62. Please rate all of the following potential features with regard to how much they might influence you to purchase a small, prepaid meal plan. - If I receive a discount at the cash register when using the plan
	Q63. Please rate all of the following potential features with regard to how much they might influence you to purchase a small, prepaid meal plan. - If I am rewarded with coupons or bonuses the more I use the plan
	Q64. Please rate all of the following potential features with regard to how much they might influence you to purchase a small, prepaid meal plan. - If my parent or someone else is willing to purchase the plan for me
	Q65. Ideal Amount of Meal Points per Quarter:
	Q66. Ideal Amount of All-You-Care-To-Eat Meals Per Week:
	Q67. If Foundation Dining Services were to offer online ordering and payment at all of its dining operations, how would this affect your purchasing patterns?  Select the answer that most closely applies.
	Q68. Have you been involved in planning a catered event in the past year?
	Q69. Select the caterer you use most often for each event type. - Breakfast
	Q70. Select the caterer you use most often for each event type. - Coffee/Beverage/Snack Service
	Q71. Select the caterer you use most often for each event type. - Box Luncheons/ Sandwiches
	Q72. Select the caterer you use most often for each event type. - Served or Buffet Luncheons
	Q73. Select the caterer you use most often for each event type. - Receptions
	Q74. Select the caterer you use most often for each event type. - Dinners
	Q75. Select the caterer you use most often for each event type. - Large Banquets and Special Events
	Q76. Kellogg West CateringUsing a scale from 1 to 7, rate how strongly you agree or disagree with the following statements regarding the quality of Kellogg West Catering: - It is easy to get in touch with the right person when placing orders
	Q77. Kellogg West CateringUsing a scale from 1 to 7, rate how strongly you agree or disagree with the following statements regarding the quality of Kellogg West Catering: - I can make all of my arrangements with a single phone call
	Q78. Kellogg West CateringUsing a scale from 1 to 7, rate how strongly you agree or disagree with the following statements regarding the quality of Kellogg West Catering: - The caterer is flexible in working with my changing needs
	Q79. Kellogg West CateringUsing a scale from 1 to 7, rate how strongly you agree or disagree with the following statements regarding the quality of Kellogg West Catering: - The events are always delivered and set up on time
	Q80. Kellogg West CateringUsing a scale from 1 to 7, rate how strongly you agree or disagree with the following statements regarding the quality of Kellogg West Catering: - The caterer provides exactly what I ordered
	Q81. Kellogg West CateringUsing a scale from 1 to 7, rate how strongly you agree or disagree with the following statements regarding the quality of Kellogg West Catering: - The on-site staff is professional in appearance and conduct
	Q82. Kellogg West CateringUsing a scale from 1 to 7, rate how strongly you agree or disagree with the following statements regarding the quality of Kellogg West Catering: - The quality of the food/beverage provided meets my expectations
	Q83. Kellogg West CateringUsing a scale from 1 to 7, rate how strongly you agree or disagree with the following statements regarding the quality of Kellogg West Catering: - The quantity of the food/beverage provided meets my expectations
	Q84. Kellogg West CateringUsing a scale from 1 to 7, rate how strongly you agree or disagree with the following statements regarding the quality of Kellogg West Catering: - Service occurs efficiently without disruption to my meeting/event
	Q85. Kellogg West CateringUsing a scale from 1 to 7, rate how strongly you agree or disagree with the following statements regarding the quality of Kellogg West Catering: - The caterer cleans up promptly after events and leaves the facility in good condition
	Q86. Kellogg West CateringUsing a scale from 1 to 7, rate how strongly you agree or disagree with the following statements regarding the quality of Kellogg West Catering: - Invoicing is timely and accurate
	Q87. Kellogg West CateringUsing a scale from 1 to 7, rate how strongly you agree or disagree with the following statements regarding the quality of Kellogg West Catering: - A good value is received for the price paid
	Q88. Kellogg West CateringUsing a scale from 1 to 7, rate how strongly you agree or disagree with the following statements regarding the quality of Kellogg West Catering: - The menu options available are appropriate and offer enough variety for my catered eve
	Q89. Kellogg West CateringUsing a scale from 1 to 7, rate how strongly you agree or disagree with the following statements regarding the quality of Kellogg West Catering: - I can place an order and receive a cost estimate online
	Q90. Kellogg West CateringUsing a scale from 1 to 7, rate how strongly you agree or disagree with the following statements regarding the quality of Kellogg West Catering: - The full cost of the event is clearly understandable at the time of booking
	Q91. Kellogg West CateringUsing a scale from 1 to 7, rate how strongly you agree or disagree with the following statements regarding the quality of Kellogg West Catering: - The caterer is good at anticipating my needs
	Q92. Kellogg West CateringUsing a scale from 1 to 7, rate how strongly you agree or disagree with the following statements regarding the quality of Kellogg West Catering: - Overall, events are executed with no negative surprises
	Q93. Kellogg West CateringUsing a scale from 1 to 7, rate how strongly you agree or disagree with the following statements regarding the quality of Kellogg West Catering: - I will continue to use this caterer for future events
	Q94. BSC CateringUsing a scale from 1 to 7, rate how strongly you agree or disagree with the following statements regarding the quality of BSC Catering: - It is easy to get in touch with the right person when placing orders
	Q95. BSC CateringUsing a scale from 1 to 7, rate how strongly you agree or disagree with the following statements regarding the quality of BSC Catering: - I can make all of my arrangements with a single phone call
	Q96. BSC CateringUsing a scale from 1 to 7, rate how strongly you agree or disagree with the following statements regarding the quality of BSC Catering: - The caterer is flexible in working with my changing needs
	Q97. BSC CateringUsing a scale from 1 to 7, rate how strongly you agree or disagree with the following statements regarding the quality of BSC Catering: - The events are always delivered and set up on time
	Q98. BSC CateringUsing a scale from 1 to 7, rate how strongly you agree or disagree with the following statements regarding the quality of BSC Catering: - The caterer provides exactly what I ordered
	Q99. BSC CateringUsing a scale from 1 to 7, rate how strongly you agree or disagree with the following statements regarding the quality of BSC Catering: - The on-site staff is professional in appearance and conduct
	Q100. BSC CateringUsing a scale from 1 to 7, rate how strongly you agree or disagree with the following statements regarding the quality of BSC Catering: - The quality of the food/beverage provided meets my expectations
	Q101. BSC CateringUsing a scale from 1 to 7, rate how strongly you agree or disagree with the following statements regarding the quality of BSC Catering: - The quantity of the food/beverage provided meets my expectations
	Q102. BSC CateringUsing a scale from 1 to 7, rate how strongly you agree or disagree with the following statements regarding the quality of BSC Catering: - Service occurs efficiently without disruption to my meeting/event
	Q103. BSC CateringUsing a scale from 1 to 7, rate how strongly you agree or disagree with the following statements regarding the quality of BSC Catering: - The caterer cleans up promptly after events and leaves the facility in good condition
	Q104. BSC CateringUsing a scale from 1 to 7, rate how strongly you agree or disagree with the following statements regarding the quality of BSC Catering: - Invoicing is timely and accurate
	Q105. BSC CateringUsing a scale from 1 to 7, rate how strongly you agree or disagree with the following statements regarding the quality of BSC Catering: - A good value is received for the price paid
	Q106. BSC CateringUsing a scale from 1 to 7, rate how strongly you agree or disagree with the following statements regarding the quality of BSC Catering: - The menu options available are appropriate and offer enough variety for my catered eve
	Q107. BSC CateringUsing a scale from 1 to 7, rate how strongly you agree or disagree with the following statements regarding the quality of BSC Catering: - I can place an order and receive a cost estimate online
	Q108. BSC CateringUsing a scale from 1 to 7, rate how strongly you agree or disagree with the following statements regarding the quality of BSC Catering: - The full cost of the event is clearly understandable at the time of booking
	Q109. BSC CateringUsing a scale from 1 to 7, rate how strongly you agree or disagree with the following statements regarding the quality of BSC Catering: - The caterer is good at anticipating my needs
	Q110. BSC CateringUsing a scale from 1 to 7, rate how strongly you agree or disagree with the following statements regarding the quality of BSC Catering: - Overall, events are executed with no negative surprises
	Q111. BSC CateringUsing a scale from 1 to 7, rate how strongly you agree or disagree with the following statements regarding the quality of BSC Catering: - I will continue to use this caterer for future events
	Q112. If Foundation Dining Services were to add dining operations on campus which campus zone would be the most convenient for you?
	Q113. What can the Foundation Dining Services change or improve to compare more favorably with other food options available to you? Please select up to three priorities, and then fill in your comments.
	Q114. You indicated you would like healthy options as an improvement; which of the following best describes healthy for you? You may select up to two.
	Q115. Number of meals I purchase on campus in a typical week now: - 7 a.m. - 10 a.m.
	Q116. Number of meals I purchase on campus in a typical week now: - 10 a.m. - 2 p.m.
	Q117. Number of meals I purchase on campus in a typical week now: - 2 p.m. - 5 p.m.
	Q118. Number of meals I purchase on campus in a typical week now: - 5 p.m. - 9 p.m.
	Q119. Number of meals I purchase on campus in a typical week now: - 9 p.m. - 1 a.m.
	Q120. Number of meals I would purchase if Dining Services better met my needs: - 7 a.m. - 10 a.m.
	Q121. Number of meals I would purchase if Dining Services better met my needs: - 10 a.m. - 2 p.m.
	Q122. Number of meals I would purchase if Dining Services better met my needs: - 2 p.m. - 5 p.m.
	Q123. Number of meals I would purchase if Dining Services better met my needs: - 5 p.m. - 9 p.m.
	Q124. Number of meals I would purchase if Dining Services better met my needs: - 9 p.m. - 1 a.m.
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	Grad
	Q1. What is your academic classification?
	Q2. Where do you live?
	Q3. On a typical weekday when you are on campus, where do you spend the most time during each of the following time periods?  - Morning(7 a.m. - 10 a.m.)
	Q4. On a typical weekday when you are on campus, where do you spend the most time during each of the following time periods?  - Midday(10 a.m. - 2 p.m.)
	Q5. On a typical weekday when you are on campus, where do you spend the most time during each of the following time periods?  - Evening(5 p.m. - 9 p.m.)
	Q6. On a typical weekday when you are on campus, where do you spend the most time during each of the following time periods?  - Late evening(9 p.m. - 1 a.m.)
	Q7. When you are on campus, what do you typically do for lunch?
	Q8. You indicated that you typically bring your lunch from home. Why do you make this choice? Please select your two primary reasons from the list below.
	Q9. You indicated that you typically purchase your lunch off campus. Why do you make this choice? Please select your two primary reasons from the list below.
	Q10. You indicated that you typically obtain your lunch at Los Olivos. Why do you make this choice? Please select your two primary reasons from the list below.
	Q11. At which retail dining operation do you usually eat lunch?
	Q12. At which convenience store or market do you usually eat lunch?
	Q13. You indicated that you typically obtain your lunch at {REFANSWER}. Why do you make this choice? Please select your two primary reasons from the list below.
	Q14. You indicated that you typically obtain your lunch at {REFANSWER}. Why do you make this choice? Please select your two primary reasons from the list below.
	Q15. You indicated that you typically obtain your lunch at an on-campus food truck. Why do you make this choice? Please select your two primary reasons from the list below.
	Q16. When you are on campus, what do you typically do for dinner?
	Q17. At which retail dining operation do you usually eat dinner?
	Q18. At which convenience store or market do you usually eat dinner?
	Q19. When you are on campus, what do you typically do for a late-night meal or snack?
	Q20. At which retail dining operation do you usually eat a late-night meal or snack?
	Q21. At which convenience store or market do you usually eat a late-night meal or snack?
	Q22. Think carefully about the restaurant/caf&eacute; brands that you like best. If Dining Services were to add to or replace the brands on campus, which brands would you most prefer? Pick up to three (3) brand categories and then write in your brand selections.
	Q23. How many times per week would you visit the {REFANSWER} you selected if conveniently located on campus?
	Q24. For the {REFANSWER} you selected, how much would you typically expect to pay for a meal, including beverage?
	Q25. What time frame would you be most likely to use the {REFANSWER} you selected?
	Q26. Which statement best describes you?
	Q27. What type of meal plan do you currently have?
	Q28. What type of meal plan do you currently have?
	Q29. For each statement identified below, please indicate how strongly you agree or disagree with the statement. Use a scale of 1 to 7, as follows: - Generally, I am able to use my meal plan to obtain food at the locations I want
	Q30. For each statement identified below, please indicate how strongly you agree or disagree with the statement. Use a scale of 1 to 7, as follows: - The current dining hours generally allow me to obtain meals at the times I want
	Q31. For each statement identified below, please indicate how strongly you agree or disagree with the statement. Use a scale of 1 to 7, as follows: - The quality of food available at Los Olivos is generally good
	Q32. For each statement identified below, please indicate how strongly you agree or disagree with the statement. Use a scale of 1 to 7, as follows: - The variety of food available at Los Olivos is generally adequate to meet my needs
	Q33. For each statement identified below, please indicate how strongly you agree or disagree with the statement. Use a scale of 1 to 7, as follows: - The dining environment at Los Olivos is enjoyable and comfortable
	Q34. For each statement identified below, please indicate how strongly you agree or disagree with the statement. Use a scale of 1 to 7, as follows: - My meal plan provides the right amount of Meal Points or Bronco Bucks to meet my needs
	Q35. For each statement identified below, please indicate how strongly you agree or disagree with the statement. Use a scale of 1 to 7, as follows: - My meal plan provides the right number of all-you-care-to-eat meals to meet my needs
	Q36. For each statement identified below, please indicate how strongly you agree or disagree with the statement. Use a scale of 1 to 7, as follows: - There are enough late night dining options where I can use my meal plan
	Q37. You indicated that you voluntarily chose to purchase a meal plan. Using a scale of 1 - 7, please indicate how each of the following factors influenced your decision to purchase your plan. - The convenience of not having to carry cash
	Q38. You indicated that you voluntarily chose to purchase a meal plan. Using a scale of 1 - 7, please indicate how each of the following factors influenced your decision to purchase your plan. - The ability to use the meal plan in multiple locations across campus
	Q39. You indicated that you voluntarily chose to purchase a meal plan. Using a scale of 1 - 7, please indicate how each of the following factors influenced your decision to purchase your plan. - I get a better deal on my meal purchases by having a meal plan
	Q40. You indicated that you voluntarily chose to purchase a meal plan. Using a scale of 1 - 7, please indicate how each of the following factors influenced your decision to purchase your plan. - It was purchased for me by my parents/guardian or the university
	Q41. You indicated that you voluntarily chose to purchase a meal plan. Using a scale of 1 - 7, please indicate how each of the following factors influenced your decision to purchase your plan. - The convenience of not having to prepare my own meals
	Q42. You indicated that you voluntarily chose to purchase a meal plan. Using a scale of 1 - 7, please indicate how each of the following factors influenced your decision to purchase your plan. - I like the variety of food available across campus
	Q43. You indicated that you voluntarily chose to purchase a meal plan. Using a scale of 1 - 7, please indicate how each of the following factors influenced your decision to purchase your plan. - I wanted to have access to meals at Los Olivos Dining
	Q44. You indicated that you voluntarily chose to purchase a meal plan. Using a scale of 1 - 7, please indicate how each of the following factors influenced your decision to purchase your plan. - The upfront investment in the meal plan was reasonable
	Q45. You indicated that you voluntarily chose to purchase a meal plan. Using a scale of 1 - 7, please indicate how each of the following factors influenced your decision to purchase your plan. - I like the quality of food available across campus
	Q46. You indicated that you voluntarily chose to purchase a meal plan. Using a scale of 1 - 7, please indicate how each of the following factors influenced your decision to purchase your plan. - The size/structure of the meal plan aligns with my dining needs/preferences
	Q47. You indicated that you do not have a meal plan. Using a scale of 1 - 7, please indicate how each of the following factors influenced your decision not to purchase a meal plan. - I prefer to cook most of my own meals
	Q48. You indicated that you do not have a meal plan. Using a scale of 1 - 7, please indicate how each of the following factors influenced your decision not to purchase a meal plan. - I prefer to eat most of my meals at off campus restaurants
	Q49. You indicated that you do not have a meal plan. Using a scale of 1 - 7, please indicate how each of the following factors influenced your decision not to purchase a meal plan. - The meal plans are priced higher than I want to pay or can afford
	Q50. You indicated that you do not have a meal plan. Using a scale of 1 - 7, please indicate how each of the following factors influenced your decision not to purchase a meal plan. - The meal plans offered do not provide enough flexibility in where I can use the plan
	Q51. You indicated that you do not have a meal plan. Using a scale of 1 - 7, please indicate how each of the following factors influenced your decision not to purchase a meal plan. - The smallest meal plan has more all you care to eat meals than I want
	Q52. You indicated that you do not have a meal plan. Using a scale of 1 - 7, please indicate how each of the following factors influenced your decision not to purchase a meal plan. - The smallest meal plan has more Meal Points or Bronco Bucks than I want
	Q53. You indicated that you do not have a meal plan. Using a scale of 1 - 7, please indicate how each of the following factors influenced your decision not to purchase a meal plan. - Campus dining locations are not convenient
	Q54. You indicated that you do not have a meal plan. Using a scale of 1 - 7, please indicate how each of the following factors influenced your decision not to purchase a meal plan. - Campus dining service hours do not align with my schedule
	Q55. You indicated that you do not have a meal plan. Using a scale of 1 - 7, please indicate how each of the following factors influenced your decision not to purchase a meal plan. - I am not satisfied with the variety of food available on campus
	Q56. You indicated that you do not have a meal plan. Using a scale of 1 - 7, please indicate how each of the following factors influenced your decision not to purchase a meal plan. - I am not satisfied with the quality of the food available on campus
	Q57. You indicated that you do not have a meal plan. Using a scale of 1 - 7, please indicate how each of the following factors influenced your decision not to purchase a meal plan. - I didn't know I could purchase a meal plan
	Q58. Please rate all of the following potential features with regard to how much they might influence you to purchase a small, prepaid meal plan. - If the buy-in threshold is low (i.e. if I can purchase just a few meals at time, rather than for the entire quarter)
	Q59. Please rate all of the following potential features with regard to how much they might influence you to purchase a small, prepaid meal plan. - If I am offered a bonus at the time of purchase (such as buy 10 meals and get the 11th meal free or purchase $100 declining balance dollars and receive $105 to spend)
	Q60. Please rate all of the following potential features with regard to how much they might influence you to purchase a small, prepaid meal plan. - If unused meals and Meal Points/Bronco Bucks are fully refundable at the end of each quarter
	Q61. Please rate all of the following potential features with regard to how much they might influence you to purchase a small, prepaid meal plan. - If unused meals and/or Meal Points/Bronco Bucks roll over from quarter to quarter
	Q62. Please rate all of the following potential features with regard to how much they might influence you to purchase a small, prepaid meal plan. - If I receive a discount at the cash register when using the plan
	Q63. Please rate all of the following potential features with regard to how much they might influence you to purchase a small, prepaid meal plan. - If I am rewarded with coupons or bonuses the more I use the plan
	Q64. Please rate all of the following potential features with regard to how much they might influence you to purchase a small, prepaid meal plan. - If my parent or someone else is willing to purchase the plan for me
	Q65. Ideal Amount of Meal Points per Quarter:
	Q66. Ideal Amount of All-You-Care-To-Eat Meals Per Week:
	Q67. If Foundation Dining Services were to offer online ordering and payment at all of its dining operations, how would this affect your purchasing patterns?  Select the answer that most closely applies.
	Q68. Have you been involved in planning a catered event in the past year?
	Q69. Select the caterer you use most often for each event type. - Breakfast
	Q70. Select the caterer you use most often for each event type. - Coffee/Beverage/Snack Service
	Q71. Select the caterer you use most often for each event type. - Box Luncheons/ Sandwiches
	Q72. Select the caterer you use most often for each event type. - Served or Buffet Luncheons
	Q73. Select the caterer you use most often for each event type. - Receptions
	Q74. Select the caterer you use most often for each event type. - Dinners
	Q75. Select the caterer you use most often for each event type. - Large Banquets and Special Events
	Q76. Kellogg West CateringUsing a scale from 1 to 7, rate how strongly you agree or disagree with the following statements regarding the quality of Kellogg West Catering: - It is easy to get in touch with the right person when placing orders
	Q77. Kellogg West CateringUsing a scale from 1 to 7, rate how strongly you agree or disagree with the following statements regarding the quality of Kellogg West Catering: - I can make all of my arrangements with a single phone call
	Q78. Kellogg West CateringUsing a scale from 1 to 7, rate how strongly you agree or disagree with the following statements regarding the quality of Kellogg West Catering: - The caterer is flexible in working with my changing needs
	Q79. Kellogg West CateringUsing a scale from 1 to 7, rate how strongly you agree or disagree with the following statements regarding the quality of Kellogg West Catering: - The events are always delivered and set up on time
	Q80. Kellogg West CateringUsing a scale from 1 to 7, rate how strongly you agree or disagree with the following statements regarding the quality of Kellogg West Catering: - The caterer provides exactly what I ordered
	Q81. Kellogg West CateringUsing a scale from 1 to 7, rate how strongly you agree or disagree with the following statements regarding the quality of Kellogg West Catering: - The on-site staff is professional in appearance and conduct
	Q82. Kellogg West CateringUsing a scale from 1 to 7, rate how strongly you agree or disagree with the following statements regarding the quality of Kellogg West Catering: - The quality of the food/beverage provided meets my expectations
	Q83. Kellogg West CateringUsing a scale from 1 to 7, rate how strongly you agree or disagree with the following statements regarding the quality of Kellogg West Catering: - The quantity of the food/beverage provided meets my expectations
	Q84. Kellogg West CateringUsing a scale from 1 to 7, rate how strongly you agree or disagree with the following statements regarding the quality of Kellogg West Catering: - Service occurs efficiently without disruption to my meeting/event
	Q85. Kellogg West CateringUsing a scale from 1 to 7, rate how strongly you agree or disagree with the following statements regarding the quality of Kellogg West Catering: - The caterer cleans up promptly after events and leaves the facility in good condition
	Q86. Kellogg West CateringUsing a scale from 1 to 7, rate how strongly you agree or disagree with the following statements regarding the quality of Kellogg West Catering: - Invoicing is timely and accurate
	Q87. Kellogg West CateringUsing a scale from 1 to 7, rate how strongly you agree or disagree with the following statements regarding the quality of Kellogg West Catering: - A good value is received for the price paid
	Q88. Kellogg West CateringUsing a scale from 1 to 7, rate how strongly you agree or disagree with the following statements regarding the quality of Kellogg West Catering: - The menu options available are appropriate and offer enough variety for my catered eve
	Q89. Kellogg West CateringUsing a scale from 1 to 7, rate how strongly you agree or disagree with the following statements regarding the quality of Kellogg West Catering: - I can place an order and receive a cost estimate online
	Q90. Kellogg West CateringUsing a scale from 1 to 7, rate how strongly you agree or disagree with the following statements regarding the quality of Kellogg West Catering: - The full cost of the event is clearly understandable at the time of booking
	Q91. Kellogg West CateringUsing a scale from 1 to 7, rate how strongly you agree or disagree with the following statements regarding the quality of Kellogg West Catering: - The caterer is good at anticipating my needs
	Q92. Kellogg West CateringUsing a scale from 1 to 7, rate how strongly you agree or disagree with the following statements regarding the quality of Kellogg West Catering: - Overall, events are executed with no negative surprises
	Q93. Kellogg West CateringUsing a scale from 1 to 7, rate how strongly you agree or disagree with the following statements regarding the quality of Kellogg West Catering: - I will continue to use this caterer for future events
	Q94. BSC CateringUsing a scale from 1 to 7, rate how strongly you agree or disagree with the following statements regarding the quality of BSC Catering: - It is easy to get in touch with the right person when placing orders
	Q95. BSC CateringUsing a scale from 1 to 7, rate how strongly you agree or disagree with the following statements regarding the quality of BSC Catering: - I can make all of my arrangements with a single phone call
	Q96. BSC CateringUsing a scale from 1 to 7, rate how strongly you agree or disagree with the following statements regarding the quality of BSC Catering: - The caterer is flexible in working with my changing needs
	Q97. BSC CateringUsing a scale from 1 to 7, rate how strongly you agree or disagree with the following statements regarding the quality of BSC Catering: - The events are always delivered and set up on time
	Q98. BSC CateringUsing a scale from 1 to 7, rate how strongly you agree or disagree with the following statements regarding the quality of BSC Catering: - The caterer provides exactly what I ordered
	Q99. BSC CateringUsing a scale from 1 to 7, rate how strongly you agree or disagree with the following statements regarding the quality of BSC Catering: - The on-site staff is professional in appearance and conduct
	Q100. BSC CateringUsing a scale from 1 to 7, rate how strongly you agree or disagree with the following statements regarding the quality of BSC Catering: - The quality of the food/beverage provided meets my expectations
	Q101. BSC CateringUsing a scale from 1 to 7, rate how strongly you agree or disagree with the following statements regarding the quality of BSC Catering: - The quantity of the food/beverage provided meets my expectations
	Q102. BSC CateringUsing a scale from 1 to 7, rate how strongly you agree or disagree with the following statements regarding the quality of BSC Catering: - Service occurs efficiently without disruption to my meeting/event
	Q103. BSC CateringUsing a scale from 1 to 7, rate how strongly you agree or disagree with the following statements regarding the quality of BSC Catering: - The caterer cleans up promptly after events and leaves the facility in good condition
	Q104. BSC CateringUsing a scale from 1 to 7, rate how strongly you agree or disagree with the following statements regarding the quality of BSC Catering: - Invoicing is timely and accurate
	Q105. BSC CateringUsing a scale from 1 to 7, rate how strongly you agree or disagree with the following statements regarding the quality of BSC Catering: - A good value is received for the price paid
	Q106. BSC CateringUsing a scale from 1 to 7, rate how strongly you agree or disagree with the following statements regarding the quality of BSC Catering: - The menu options available are appropriate and offer enough variety for my catered eve
	Q107. BSC CateringUsing a scale from 1 to 7, rate how strongly you agree or disagree with the following statements regarding the quality of BSC Catering: - I can place an order and receive a cost estimate online
	Q108. BSC CateringUsing a scale from 1 to 7, rate how strongly you agree or disagree with the following statements regarding the quality of BSC Catering: - The full cost of the event is clearly understandable at the time of booking
	Q109. BSC CateringUsing a scale from 1 to 7, rate how strongly you agree or disagree with the following statements regarding the quality of BSC Catering: - The caterer is good at anticipating my needs
	Q110. BSC CateringUsing a scale from 1 to 7, rate how strongly you agree or disagree with the following statements regarding the quality of BSC Catering: - Overall, events are executed with no negative surprises
	Q111. BSC CateringUsing a scale from 1 to 7, rate how strongly you agree or disagree with the following statements regarding the quality of BSC Catering: - I will continue to use this caterer for future events
	Q112. If Foundation Dining Services were to add dining operations on campus which campus zone would be the most convenient for you?
	Q113. What can the Foundation Dining Services change or improve to compare more favorably with other food options available to you? Please select up to three priorities, and then fill in your comments.
	Q114. You indicated you would like healthy options as an improvement; which of the following best describes healthy for you? You may select up to two.
	Q115. Number of meals I purchase on campus in a typical week now: - 7 a.m. - 10 a.m.
	Q116. Number of meals I purchase on campus in a typical week now: - 10 a.m. - 2 p.m.
	Q117. Number of meals I purchase on campus in a typical week now: - 2 p.m. - 5 p.m.
	Q118. Number of meals I purchase on campus in a typical week now: - 5 p.m. - 9 p.m.
	Q119. Number of meals I purchase on campus in a typical week now: - 9 p.m. - 1 a.m.
	Q120. Number of meals I would purchase if Dining Services better met my needs: - 7 a.m. - 10 a.m.
	Q121. Number of meals I would purchase if Dining Services better met my needs: - 10 a.m. - 2 p.m.
	Q122. Number of meals I would purchase if Dining Services better met my needs: - 2 p.m. - 5 p.m.
	Q123. Number of meals I would purchase if Dining Services better met my needs: - 5 p.m. - 9 p.m.
	Q124. Number of meals I would purchase if Dining Services better met my needs: - 9 p.m. - 1 a.m.
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	Q1. What is your academic classification?
	Q2. Where do you live?
	Q3. On a typical weekday when you are on campus, where do you spend the most time during each of the following time periods?  - Morning(7 a.m. - 10 a.m.)
	Q4. On a typical weekday when you are on campus, where do you spend the most time during each of the following time periods?  - Midday(10 a.m. - 2 p.m.)
	Q5. On a typical weekday when you are on campus, where do you spend the most time during each of the following time periods?  - Evening(5 p.m. - 9 p.m.)
	Q6. On a typical weekday when you are on campus, where do you spend the most time during each of the following time periods?  - Late evening(9 p.m. - 1 a.m.)
	Q7. When you are on campus, what do you typically do for lunch?
	Q8. You indicated that you typically bring your lunch from home. Why do you make this choice? Please select your two primary reasons from the list below.
	Q9. You indicated that you typically purchase your lunch off campus. Why do you make this choice? Please select your two primary reasons from the list below.
	Q10. You indicated that you typically obtain your lunch at Los Olivos. Why do you make this choice? Please select your two primary reasons from the list below.
	Q11. At which retail dining operation do you usually eat lunch?
	Q12. At which convenience store or market do you usually eat lunch?
	Q13. You indicated that you typically obtain your lunch at {REFANSWER}. Why do you make this choice? Please select your two primary reasons from the list below.
	Q14. You indicated that you typically obtain your lunch at {REFANSWER}. Why do you make this choice? Please select your two primary reasons from the list below.
	Q15. You indicated that you typically obtain your lunch at an on-campus food truck. Why do you make this choice? Please select your two primary reasons from the list below.
	Q16. When you are on campus, what do you typically do for dinner?
	Q17. At which retail dining operation do you usually eat dinner?
	Q18. At which convenience store or market do you usually eat dinner?
	Q19. When you are on campus, what do you typically do for a late-night meal or snack?
	Q20. At which retail dining operation do you usually eat a late-night meal or snack?
	Q21. At which convenience store or market do you usually eat a late-night meal or snack?
	Q22. Think carefully about the restaurant/caf&eacute; brands that you like best. If Dining Services were to add to or replace the brands on campus, which brands would you most prefer? Pick up to three (3) brand categories and then write in your brand selections.
	Q23. How many times per week would you visit the {REFANSWER} you selected if conveniently located on campus?
	Q24. For the {REFANSWER} you selected, how much would you typically expect to pay for a meal, including beverage?
	Q25. What time frame would you be most likely to use the {REFANSWER} you selected?
	Q26. Which statement best describes you?
	Q27. What type of meal plan do you currently have?
	Q28. What type of meal plan do you currently have?
	Q29. For each statement identified below, please indicate how strongly you agree or disagree with the statement. Use a scale of 1 to 7, as follows: - Generally, I am able to use my meal plan to obtain food at the locations I want
	Q30. For each statement identified below, please indicate how strongly you agree or disagree with the statement. Use a scale of 1 to 7, as follows: - The current dining hours generally allow me to obtain meals at the times I want
	Q31. For each statement identified below, please indicate how strongly you agree or disagree with the statement. Use a scale of 1 to 7, as follows: - The quality of food available at Los Olivos is generally good
	Q32. For each statement identified below, please indicate how strongly you agree or disagree with the statement. Use a scale of 1 to 7, as follows: - The variety of food available at Los Olivos is generally adequate to meet my needs
	Q33. For each statement identified below, please indicate how strongly you agree or disagree with the statement. Use a scale of 1 to 7, as follows: - The dining environment at Los Olivos is enjoyable and comfortable
	Q34. For each statement identified below, please indicate how strongly you agree or disagree with the statement. Use a scale of 1 to 7, as follows: - My meal plan provides the right amount of Meal Points or Bronco Bucks to meet my needs
	Q35. For each statement identified below, please indicate how strongly you agree or disagree with the statement. Use a scale of 1 to 7, as follows: - My meal plan provides the right number of all-you-care-to-eat meals to meet my needs
	Q36. For each statement identified below, please indicate how strongly you agree or disagree with the statement. Use a scale of 1 to 7, as follows: - There are enough late night dining options where I can use my meal plan
	Q37. You indicated that you voluntarily chose to purchase a meal plan. Using a scale of 1 - 7, please indicate how each of the following factors influenced your decision to purchase your plan. - The convenience of not having to carry cash
	Q38. You indicated that you voluntarily chose to purchase a meal plan. Using a scale of 1 - 7, please indicate how each of the following factors influenced your decision to purchase your plan. - The ability to use the meal plan in multiple locations across campus
	Q39. You indicated that you voluntarily chose to purchase a meal plan. Using a scale of 1 - 7, please indicate how each of the following factors influenced your decision to purchase your plan. - I get a better deal on my meal purchases by having a meal plan
	Q40. You indicated that you voluntarily chose to purchase a meal plan. Using a scale of 1 - 7, please indicate how each of the following factors influenced your decision to purchase your plan. - It was purchased for me by my parents/guardian or the university
	Q41. You indicated that you voluntarily chose to purchase a meal plan. Using a scale of 1 - 7, please indicate how each of the following factors influenced your decision to purchase your plan. - The convenience of not having to prepare my own meals
	Q42. You indicated that you voluntarily chose to purchase a meal plan. Using a scale of 1 - 7, please indicate how each of the following factors influenced your decision to purchase your plan. - I like the variety of food available across campus
	Q43. You indicated that you voluntarily chose to purchase a meal plan. Using a scale of 1 - 7, please indicate how each of the following factors influenced your decision to purchase your plan. - I wanted to have access to meals at Los Olivos Dining
	Q44. You indicated that you voluntarily chose to purchase a meal plan. Using a scale of 1 - 7, please indicate how each of the following factors influenced your decision to purchase your plan. - The upfront investment in the meal plan was reasonable
	Q45. You indicated that you voluntarily chose to purchase a meal plan. Using a scale of 1 - 7, please indicate how each of the following factors influenced your decision to purchase your plan. - I like the quality of food available across campus
	Q46. You indicated that you voluntarily chose to purchase a meal plan. Using a scale of 1 - 7, please indicate how each of the following factors influenced your decision to purchase your plan. - The size/structure of the meal plan aligns with my dining needs/preferences
	Q47. You indicated that you do not have a meal plan. Using a scale of 1 - 7, please indicate how each of the following factors influenced your decision not to purchase a meal plan. - I prefer to cook most of my own meals
	Q48. You indicated that you do not have a meal plan. Using a scale of 1 - 7, please indicate how each of the following factors influenced your decision not to purchase a meal plan. - I prefer to eat most of my meals at off campus restaurants
	Q49. You indicated that you do not have a meal plan. Using a scale of 1 - 7, please indicate how each of the following factors influenced your decision not to purchase a meal plan. - The meal plans are priced higher than I want to pay or can afford
	Q50. You indicated that you do not have a meal plan. Using a scale of 1 - 7, please indicate how each of the following factors influenced your decision not to purchase a meal plan. - The meal plans offered do not provide enough flexibility in where I can use the plan
	Q51. You indicated that you do not have a meal plan. Using a scale of 1 - 7, please indicate how each of the following factors influenced your decision not to purchase a meal plan. - The smallest meal plan has more all you care to eat meals than I want
	Q52. You indicated that you do not have a meal plan. Using a scale of 1 - 7, please indicate how each of the following factors influenced your decision not to purchase a meal plan. - The smallest meal plan has more Meal Points or Bronco Bucks than I want
	Q53. You indicated that you do not have a meal plan. Using a scale of 1 - 7, please indicate how each of the following factors influenced your decision not to purchase a meal plan. - Campus dining locations are not convenient
	Q54. You indicated that you do not have a meal plan. Using a scale of 1 - 7, please indicate how each of the following factors influenced your decision not to purchase a meal plan. - Campus dining service hours do not align with my schedule
	Q55. You indicated that you do not have a meal plan. Using a scale of 1 - 7, please indicate how each of the following factors influenced your decision not to purchase a meal plan. - I am not satisfied with the variety of food available on campus
	Q56. You indicated that you do not have a meal plan. Using a scale of 1 - 7, please indicate how each of the following factors influenced your decision not to purchase a meal plan. - I am not satisfied with the quality of the food available on campus
	Q57. You indicated that you do not have a meal plan. Using a scale of 1 - 7, please indicate how each of the following factors influenced your decision not to purchase a meal plan. - I didn't know I could purchase a meal plan
	Q58. Please rate all of the following potential features with regard to how much they might influence you to purchase a small, prepaid meal plan. - If the buy-in threshold is low (i.e. if I can purchase just a few meals at time, rather than for the entire quarter)
	Q59. Please rate all of the following potential features with regard to how much they might influence you to purchase a small, prepaid meal plan. - If I am offered a bonus at the time of purchase (such as buy 10 meals and get the 11th meal free or purchase $100 declining balance dollars and receive $105 to spend)
	Q60. Please rate all of the following potential features with regard to how much they might influence you to purchase a small, prepaid meal plan. - If unused meals and Meal Points/Bronco Bucks are fully refundable at the end of each quarter
	Q61. Please rate all of the following potential features with regard to how much they might influence you to purchase a small, prepaid meal plan. - If unused meals and/or Meal Points/Bronco Bucks roll over from quarter to quarter
	Q62. Please rate all of the following potential features with regard to how much they might influence you to purchase a small, prepaid meal plan. - If I receive a discount at the cash register when using the plan
	Q63. Please rate all of the following potential features with regard to how much they might influence you to purchase a small, prepaid meal plan. - If I am rewarded with coupons or bonuses the more I use the plan
	Q64. Please rate all of the following potential features with regard to how much they might influence you to purchase a small, prepaid meal plan. - If my parent or someone else is willing to purchase the plan for me
	Q65. Ideal Amount of Meal Points per Quarter:
	Q66. Ideal Amount of All-You-Care-To-Eat Meals Per Week:
	Q67. If Foundation Dining Services were to offer online ordering and payment at all of its dining operations, how would this affect your purchasing patterns?  Select the answer that most closely applies.
	Q68. Have you been involved in planning a catered event in the past year?
	Q69. Select the caterer you use most often for each event type. - Breakfast
	Q70. Select the caterer you use most often for each event type. - Coffee/Beverage/Snack Service
	Q71. Select the caterer you use most often for each event type. - Box Luncheons/ Sandwiches
	Q72. Select the caterer you use most often for each event type. - Served or Buffet Luncheons
	Q73. Select the caterer you use most often for each event type. - Receptions
	Q74. Select the caterer you use most often for each event type. - Dinners
	Q75. Select the caterer you use most often for each event type. - Large Banquets and Special Events
	Q76. Kellogg West CateringUsing a scale from 1 to 7, rate how strongly you agree or disagree with the following statements regarding the quality of Kellogg West Catering: - It is easy to get in touch with the right person when placing orders
	Q77. Kellogg West CateringUsing a scale from 1 to 7, rate how strongly you agree or disagree with the following statements regarding the quality of Kellogg West Catering: - I can make all of my arrangements with a single phone call
	Q78. Kellogg West CateringUsing a scale from 1 to 7, rate how strongly you agree or disagree with the following statements regarding the quality of Kellogg West Catering: - The caterer is flexible in working with my changing needs
	Q79. Kellogg West CateringUsing a scale from 1 to 7, rate how strongly you agree or disagree with the following statements regarding the quality of Kellogg West Catering: - The events are always delivered and set up on time
	Q80. Kellogg West CateringUsing a scale from 1 to 7, rate how strongly you agree or disagree with the following statements regarding the quality of Kellogg West Catering: - The caterer provides exactly what I ordered
	Q81. Kellogg West CateringUsing a scale from 1 to 7, rate how strongly you agree or disagree with the following statements regarding the quality of Kellogg West Catering: - The on-site staff is professional in appearance and conduct
	Q82. Kellogg West CateringUsing a scale from 1 to 7, rate how strongly you agree or disagree with the following statements regarding the quality of Kellogg West Catering: - The quality of the food/beverage provided meets my expectations
	Q83. Kellogg West CateringUsing a scale from 1 to 7, rate how strongly you agree or disagree with the following statements regarding the quality of Kellogg West Catering: - The quantity of the food/beverage provided meets my expectations
	Q84. Kellogg West CateringUsing a scale from 1 to 7, rate how strongly you agree or disagree with the following statements regarding the quality of Kellogg West Catering: - Service occurs efficiently without disruption to my meeting/event
	Q85. Kellogg West CateringUsing a scale from 1 to 7, rate how strongly you agree or disagree with the following statements regarding the quality of Kellogg West Catering: - The caterer cleans up promptly after events and leaves the facility in good condition
	Q86. Kellogg West CateringUsing a scale from 1 to 7, rate how strongly you agree or disagree with the following statements regarding the quality of Kellogg West Catering: - Invoicing is timely and accurate
	Q87. Kellogg West CateringUsing a scale from 1 to 7, rate how strongly you agree or disagree with the following statements regarding the quality of Kellogg West Catering: - A good value is received for the price paid
	Q88. Kellogg West CateringUsing a scale from 1 to 7, rate how strongly you agree or disagree with the following statements regarding the quality of Kellogg West Catering: - The menu options available are appropriate and offer enough variety for my catered eve
	Q89. Kellogg West CateringUsing a scale from 1 to 7, rate how strongly you agree or disagree with the following statements regarding the quality of Kellogg West Catering: - I can place an order and receive a cost estimate online
	Q90. Kellogg West CateringUsing a scale from 1 to 7, rate how strongly you agree or disagree with the following statements regarding the quality of Kellogg West Catering: - The full cost of the event is clearly understandable at the time of booking
	Q91. Kellogg West CateringUsing a scale from 1 to 7, rate how strongly you agree or disagree with the following statements regarding the quality of Kellogg West Catering: - The caterer is good at anticipating my needs
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